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1Heating._,Tuesd4y,
lE On Annox-atiott-----Of
If Area on North Side
A public hearing has been set
for Tuesday, July 17, at the
City Hall, on a
Murray
proposed annexation by the
City. The hearing will be held by
the Murray Planning Commission.
The area proposed to be
annexed would extend the city
limits north to Utterback Road,
just south of Captain's Kitchen
restaurant. The eastern limit
would be the railroad tracks,
and the area would extend to 300
feet west of North 16th Extended, according to Robert E.
chairman of the
Moyer,
commission.
Moyer said that the public
hearing is being held to
determine what objections, if
any, will be made to the anthat
nexation. Moyer said
and
residents
several
businessmen of the area had
voiced their wishes for the area,
to be annexed, prompting
consideration of the move by
the Planning Commission.

recent
greatly expanded in
years, with several new
businesses opening, with three
mobile home parks also included in the proposed annexation.
Moyer said that in all
probability a new fire department sub-station would not be
necessary at this time to retain
revocable fire insurance rates
for the city,since the area is not
densely populated. He said,

however, that a new station
might be needed at some time in
the future.
Annexation to the city would
enable the residents and
businessmen to obtain city
water and sewer hook-ups, as
well as provide fire protection
to the area. Most of the area is
now served by city police, as
police
grant
statutes
jurisdiction to one mile outside
the city limits.
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PsyChOSUrBerY

Indian Red Tape
Strikes Again
By WILLIAM C. MANN
Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI (AP) - Indian
red tape is as tangled as the
human web that administers it.
On that stifling afternoon in the
police station, it was up to its
usual mischief.
The old car had wheezed
dead beside the 4.3. Embassy,
and the police towed it in. Diplomats don't like eyesores clattering their streets.

had signed the document instead of Jacob All, the usuaL.T,
magistrate for that station. It
was decided that the stationhouse officer-the station's top
man--must pass on the validity
of the unknown initials.
A grilling by the stationhouse
officer followed. Appeased, the
officer surrendered the carafter the petitioner wrote himself permission to take custody
of the vehicle, which was registered in his company's name.
The term "red tape" was
born in British India, when
documents of interest to the
crown were wrapped in red ribbon, or tape. The tradition of
bureaucratic obfuscation that
went with the empire survives,
embellished, in free India.

This subject has been recurring in the news this year and
Was pointed up particularly in
hearings before the U.S. .Senate's Subcommittee on Health.
- Cie best be
--Sychosurgery
defined as a surgical removal
THURSDAY-JULY 12, 1973
or destruction of brain tissue,
or the cutting of brain tissue to
"All you have to do is to go
disconnect one-pan of the brain
to the magistrates and get a refrom another, with the intent
lease order," the police lieutenof altering behavior, even
t Inc of every 20 American children under the age
though there may be no direct
ant said. "You will have your
evidence of structural disease
car in 30 minutes."
of 18. is being arrested, a ratio so high as to cause
or damage in the brain.
crime experts everywhere to wonder how it may be
No chance.
0111111
The issue is whether to use
curtailed
Magistrate Balbir Singh, his
psydsosurgical techniques on
head tightly swathed in a yeleither in reSome concentrate their attacks on rising crime
subjects
seuseellellel
human
u
liele•••••lel
low turban, glanced over the
search or in practice. If so,
rates among juveniles in the family, which they
iege•
petition for release and said:
when and under what circumeel•
50,111111.
contend is crumbling from within-and at all
Sleet
We
stances—if any at all—is psy"Get a report from the police. I
•SO
economic levels. Establish a normal family eneel
chosurgery justified? Where do
'In
can't release the car unless I
eel
SS
we draw the line?
Asa
a
vironment. they advise and children will grow up an
know all about it."
s•
a
s•
Is any form of irreversible
a
asset to their community and parents_
The tepot t-four handwritten
as
damage to even a small part
ISIS
Admitting the breakdown of discipline in many
lines on the bottom of the petiof the human brain ever justileilli%
HIM
tion-required only 45 minutes.
homes, is poor family environment the prime cause
fied?
Min
The goal of responsible reSIM
of juvenile crime? Many noted contributors to the
Back to the magistrate, who
searchers in psychosurgery is to
threw the petition in the direcshort history of American civilization came from
of
location
pinpoint the exact
tion of his typist for the release
such homes.
the undesirable behavior in the
order, which was dutifully
lack
brain and destroy only those
What about such other factors as the general
typed on the back and initialled
leaving
cells,
nerve
and
tissues
and
wage
minimum
conditions,
of stability in world
,
1170
other functions and behaviors
bY Singh.
child labor laws which have eliminated activities
of the patient unaffected.
Then back to the police staFrankly, current practices of
with which children of other generations kept
tion.
short of this
fall
psychosurgery
themselves occupied, television and lack of social
"But you don't have the
,goal, and even the best research
mobility it creates?
receipt for the crane charge,"
in the field is not able to achieve
'It's a tricky hole but luckily I have the right club--l'
such precision.
another lieutenant said.
Do not these factors, and many others which could
The receipt, It was said, must
As Director of the National
be listed have an affect on the outlook of the juvenile
Health of come from the police barracks,
Mental
of
Institute
their
direct
who
experts
toward the world? The
the Department of Health. Eduwhere there was another halfattacks at one influence are missing the mark as
hour wait while a man took the
cation, and Welfare's Health
widely as those who see nothing wrong at all.—
Services and Mental Health
30 rupees-14--sornewhere for
Administration, Dr. Bertram S.
"Monroe (La.) News-Star.
the duly signed receipt.
Brown told the Senate:
The Air Force's Space and
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the U.S. Air Force gives up
for psychosurgical intervention. chassis number?" he asked. A
Col. Howard S. Davis, dimissions will involve prilucre frequent for men that woman, even-though
easily, because it isn't so.
I am, I guess, too painfully
15-minute search failed to lorector pf SAMSO's space
marily the same types of
Back in the mid-1960s the
aware of how much more there
men of working age are generally not around the
cate the chassis number, but
is to learn about this incredibly
satellites now being launched
transportation system office,
Air Force thought it had its
the temperature was 103 dehouse for much of the day.
complex structure we call the
by expendable boosters has a continuous liaison with
own military space shuttle
greee Fahrenheit and the offibrain."
surphotowecormanmance,
NASA shuttle program offisystem. It was to be called the
said, "I guess it's right."
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which constantly drift over
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Caring For Your New Baby. ..

KELLY BOY
Sgt. and Mrs. Dan Kelly, 801
Sunny Lane, Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, Michael
Sean, weighing nine pound*
ounces, born on Wednesday,
July 4, at 9:50 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Kevin
Len, age 242. The father is a
sergeant on the Murray Police
Force.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Geraldine Kelly of Murray
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Wright of Murray Route
Five. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Runyon of
Murray Route Three.
BURICEEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs Euler* Burkeen
of Cadiz Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Matthew
Lane, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born on Tuesday
3, at 1:06 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son, Ben,
age 12, and a girl, Anne, age
seven. The father is supervisor
of instruction for the Kentucky
Department of Education and
the mother is guidance counCounty
selor at Trigg
Elemenatry School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. E. Joe Burkeen of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Joyce of Cali, Route
Three.

Mrs. Richard Perry
Honored At Pink
- And Blue Shower

Sleeping and Bowel Movements of
New Baby Now at Home Discussed Regular July Meet
This is the fourth in a series of
eighteen articles that will inform you of and describe some
of the things about normal
babies that commonly worry
parents —telling you what to do
or not to do about them. They
should answer many of your
questions about what to expect
of your new baby, and give
simple Instructions about
solving problems that most
parents face during their baby's
first year of life. Articles four,
five and six are written to answer some of your questions
about problems you might
encounter with your new baby
during the first weeks he is at
home.
SLEEPING
Everybody will get more rest
if the baby does not sleep in the
parents' room. Especially in the
first weeks, his frequent marts,
gurgles, sneezes, coughs and
irregular breathing are bound
to keep you awake wondering
what he'll do next.
If he really needs you, he'll
cry loud enough to be hear from
nearly everywhere in the house.
Even in the smallest apartment, a crib or makeshift crib
can be moved to the living
room, kitchen or bathroom
when the parents retire for the
night.

advice of your doctor.
Diarrhea exists when the
bowel movements contain too

much water. Small bowel
movements which are milky or
watery or odd-colored are
rarely of concern, and no
treatment or diet change is
usually necessary. Large,
watery bowel movements can
cause an infant to lose more
water in his bowel movement
than he is drinking. The
"dehydration" which results
can be a true medical
emergency. Even a single huge,
bowel
water
expolsive,
an
be
movement can
emergency in an infant one to
three months old, especially if
there is poor appetite or
vomiting. Do not delay in
seeking medical attention when
there are one or more large
watery bowel movements.
Blood in Bowel Movements Slight blood streaking on the
outside of a bowel movement is
usually caused by a small sore
or fissure in the anus, and is not
a cause of alarm. The fissure
and the bleeding can often be
cured by keeping the stools soft
with one of the remedies discuss
for constipation. If bleeding or
hard bowel movements persist,
your doctor will be able to help.
Do not delay medical attention
If there is bloody diarrhea or
passage of fresh blood or blood
bowel
the
with
clots
movements.

p.m. with Mrs. Martha lAtterman and Mrs. Edna Bader
as leaders. The boys will meet
each third Wednesday of tlitt
month in addition to the regular
meeting.
The mission groups will meat
next on Wednesday, August 1,at

Michael Wilkins
Celebrates Sixth
Birthday At Party

Each guest received a clown
hat, toy flute, and a cup of
candy for favors.

Comunnity Hospital, Mayfield.

You Are Invited To The First

n Show
Fall Fashio
presented by
Morye School of Charm

not
present,
Others
basket lunch at noon, and gospel
Mrs.
were
naked,
Revival
previously
neon.
arta
singing in
Nettie McKeel, Mrs Willie
opens Monday at seven p.m.
Garland, and Mrs. Mackie
St. Leo's Catholic Church will Hubbs.
participate in a parish potluck
WESTERN TRIP
picnic at Kenlake State Park at
Mr. and Mrs. Coffield Vance
three p.m.
and daughter. Cindy, have
First Assembly of God returned home after a vacation
Church, 16th and Glendale, will In California. They visited his
have homecoming services sister, Mrs. Harry Kniffen and
starting at ten a.m. The Don Mr. Kniffen of Glendora,
Hendley Singers will be singing California, and his neice, Mrs.
at the services. A basket dinner Henry P. Stoltz of Huntington
Beach, California. Other points
will be served at 12:30 p.m.
Monday,July 16
The Russell's Chapel United
will meet
Methodist Women
et one p.m. at the church. Each
member is to bring a gift to
reveal sunshine friends.

With Fashions From.

The Cherry's
July 12 at 7:30 p.m.

of interest they visited were
Pasadena, San Anita. San
Diego, and Disneyland. They

made the trip by airplane from
Memphis, Tenn, where they
were met on their return trip*
their son and family. Mr and

Mrs. William

In the University Grade Scho01 Auditorium

Vance and

Murray-Calloway County daughter, Kim, and they all
Fair opens at 7:30 p.m. with toured -the Memphis Zoo before
coining to Murray.
beauty contest.

_1.

isoislese-

.4

evanng at the church.
several
were
Present
members of the Baptist Women,
the
of
members
five
Brotherhood, ten members of
the Royal Ambassadors, three
members of the Girls AuxWary,
and two member of MOW
Friends.
The program for the Baptist
Women was presented by
Mesdames Nadine Bean, lisle
Evans, Louise Patton, Fradno
Feagin, Geneva Lee, Martha
Letterman, and Edna Butler.
Mrs. Ilene Evans gave the
watchword and prayer and Mrs.
Louise Patton gave the call to
prayer. The minutes were read
by Mrs. Edna Butler and the
treasurer's report was by Mrs.
Geneva 12e.
Reports on visitation were
given and the Home Life
magazine was discussed. The
women voted to support the
a
younger groups with
"Christmas in August" drive.
The RA's will have their first
craft session on July 111 at 7:30

By University of Kentucky
Roper, Mayfield, Ky.
County Extension Agents •
for Home Economics
To remove many stains in
Tuning up the sewing fabrics the most impsrtant

Vmv444,

met on Wednesday, July 4, it
seven-thirty o'clock in the

Missions Group Has
Monthly MeetifttAt Kenlake State Park

Kenneth Dale Bazz.ell, both of
Kirksey Route One, were
discharged July 7 from the

Flwass 763-1917 99711-4947

The mission groups of GM
Spring Creek Baptist ChM''*

Don't put him in bed with you,
either, There is always a danger
7:30 p.m.
of smothering him or hurting
in
him
on
over
rolling
by
him
your sleep, and it is almost
certain he will want to become
bedfellow.
Mrs. Richard (Gail Erwin) your constant
husband
your
nor
you
Neither
Perry was complimented with
Tuesday, July 17
Thursday, July 12
to put up with a
Circle I of the First United
a pink and blue shower on will want
The Murray-Calloway County
very
for
baby
wet
wiggling,
Saturday, June 30, at two-thirty
Jaycettes are scheduled to meet Methodist Church Women will
long.
o'clock in the afternoon.
With Vicky Miller at 7:30 p.m. meet at the home of Mrs. E. W.
Riley, She We Circe!, at two
The hostesses for the shower
He shouldn't sleep in a strong
for Mrs. Perry of Brewers were draft or breeze. He does not
p.m.
be
"See How They Run," will
Mrs. Sue Canner, Mrs. Ruth need open windows where he
State
Murray-Calloway County
Creason, and Mrs. Kay Evans. sleeps. Air that is fresh enough shown at the Murray
Theatre at eight Fair continues with 'Jersey
University
The guest register was kept by
the
for him to breath during
p.m. Admission is $1.50 adults cattle shows at ten a.m. and
Miss Connie Adlich.
day is fresh enough for him to and 75 cents children.
Rock Music Night at eight p.m.
Game prizes were won by sleep in.
of
Mrs. Bob Adlich, Mrs. Ted
Camp 592 of the Woodmen
Murray Assembly No. 19
He will decide for himself how the World will meet at the WOW
Darnall, and Mrs. James
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
long he wants to sleep— Hall at seven p.m.
Wisehart.
Is scheduled to meet at seven
anything frorn 12 to 20 hours
honoree opened her.
The
p.m. at the Masonci Hall.,
You
day
hour
24
the
during
many lovely gifts. She was s won't be able to mese him sleep
Friday, July 13
presented with a corsage of pink
Murray Amilican Legion
Murray TOPS Club will meet
any more or less, but certainly
and blue carnations.
you can arrange to keep him Post 73 and Auxiliary 73 will at seven p.m. at the Health
awake during the times of the have their annual picnic and Center.
Refreshments of punch and
at the
day
that are most convenient installation of officers
cake were served. The cake was
for you, so that he VIM Sleep C3ty Varik-at0:30 p.m. Meat and
decorated with pink and blue during the nights and during drinks will be furnished by the
botees and safety pins. The mornings or afternoon nape.
*Legion and ladies are asked to
table was centered with a pink
bring a covered dish.
and blue arrrangements of
BOWEL MOVEMENTS
flowers and candles.
The second production of
The baby's first bowel "See How They Run," will be
Approximately seventy movements are sticky green- presented at eight p.m. at the
persons attended or sent gifts. black material. After a week or Murray State_: University
The Afternoon Current
two,they becom lighter and less Theatre.
Groupotthe Memorial
Missions
for
be
will
they
way
'sticky, the
held its June
Church
Baptist
the next year. The baby may
The Wranglers Riding Club meeting at the shelter house at
have anywhere from one
Kanlake State Park.
movement every three our four will ride at seven p.m. Vernon's
Mrs. Opal Reeves gave the
pair
a
award
will
Shoe
Boot
and
a
days to five or six movements
and presided at the
blessing
in
rider
best
the
to
boots
of
day.Movements may be as firm
fee of business meeting. Mrs. Verna
entry
an
with
12
No.
Event
as
or
adult
normal
a
of
as those
Mae Stubblefield read the
soft as watery scrambled eggs. fity cents for this class.
minutes and gave the financial
the
in
red
turn
may
baby
Tthe
Michael Wilkins celebrated
report
bowel
each
with
cry
and
his sixth birthday with a party face
The Minion Action report
Saturday, July 14
given by his mother, Mrs. movement, or he may seem
was
given. Activities included
be
will
Ham
Bean
supper
A
Thomas Wilkins, and his aunt, totally unaware of them. The held at the Brooks Chapel the collection of trading stamps
movements
bowel
the
of
color
Dianne Wilkins, on Thursday,
for the Kentucky Baptist Child
may be yellow, green or brown. United Methodist Church with
July 5. Care,food for eluding, and clean
nine
to
6:30
be
to
from
serving
All of these are normal.
p.m., sponsored by the MYF. white material for nursing
Games included "Pin the Tail
home. The July mission action
on the Donkey," "Drop the
Constipation exists when the Price will be two dollars for
project will include the
for
one
dollar
and
adults
Clothespins," and "Balloon bowel movements are hard, dry
collection of school supplies for
Sit." Prizes were won by Ray and difficult to pass, no matter children.
Child Care.
Ferguson, Matthew Ferguson, how frequent or infrequent they
Mrs. Margaret Taylor anand Tyler Prince.
''See How They Run," will be
may be. Prune juice 11
an outing for
brown sugar (1 presented at the Murray State nounced that
tablespoon,),
groups will be held at
mission
After the gifts were opened,
eight
at
(1
Theatre
molasses
University
tablespoon), or
Jonathan Creek in July.
cake decorated with Indian
tablespoon), added to one of his p.m.
The devotional reading from
figures, and punch were served. bottles may correct his. If not,
Ephesians 5:15-21 and prayer
may
clinic
or
doctor
Present were Jill Johnson, your
were by Mrs. Virginia Peters
Sunday. July 15
Melonie Futrell, Chris Reed, suggest a remedy. Do not use
Homecoming will be held at Mrs. Vera Adams gave a talk on
adult
oil,
castor
oil,
neral
Carter.,.....mi
Philip
John French,
Cumberland "The Holy Spirit".
Philip Billington, Jared White. —laxatives or enemas without the
Lunch and a fellowship period
Church ilth
n
Presbyteria
Tyler Prince, Kevin Richerson,
School at ten a.m., were held with Mrs. We Boyd
Sunday
Ferguson,
Ray
Hassell,
John
HOSPITALPATIENT
thanks.
ji.., and preaching—at eleven a.
anr1-7—mmie

Ferguson,
---'"--1VIetthew
Michael Wilkins.

Mrs. J. B. Barkers .

The Queen of the Nile
is a 'real asp

machine for synthetic summer
knits? If so, another question
comes to mind. Shotdd one
interface and line them? Many
knitted fabrics do not really
need lining, but if you prefer it,
be sure you select a lining
has
also
material that
washability and stretchability.
There is one the market a nylon
tricot lining for polyester knits.
may
Interfacings
"professionalize" detail areas
such as collars and cuffs. If you

interface, make sure that the
interfacing to be used is completely washable and will not
shrink more than the garment
fabric itself.—Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman.

By Abigail Van Buren

COURTESY
Courtesy, after all, consists of
little things. It is lacking in

DEAR ABBY: I am married and have three preschool
children. My husband has a good position with a wellknown corporation.
My problem is the lady next door. She is around 40,
divorced, and has teen-age children. We live in townhouses
and our front doors are side by side.
About a year ago she told me that she was the reincarnation of Cleopatra and has had visions as proof. Later she
told me another neighbor, who was trying to possess her
body, was making her stink! Then "Cleopatra" started
leaving her garbage by the front door, which attracted
(lies, so my husband asked her to please remove it She
insulted my husband and accused HIM of making her stink,
too. (My husband removed the garbage himself.)
When a friend called on me a few days ago, "Cleopatra" met her on my doorstep, announcing that SHE was
now the Queen of Austria! She also told her that I was
making her stink. Later that day she rang my bell to tell
me that she knew my husband and I had entered her house
while she was away. She used insulting, abusive language.
She must be sick. What can we do? Is there some
society we can call? One almost hates to get involved.
INSULTED BUT FORGIVING

masterful quality, but it wins
friends in the collisions and
minor adjustments of daily life.
No one is likely to say "thank
you" too often. When any
service is performed. There
should be no hesitation in expressing appreciation with a
smile. The purpose of the
courteous person is to be in
manner gentle; in temper,
tolerant in behavior; and in
outlook, broad and cornPrebending.
Cultural and fine manners are
everywhere a passport to
friendship and respect. Good
manners are the necessary
guards of the decency and
peach of society.—Barletta
Wrather, 209 Maple St.,
Murray.

DEAR INSULTED: Contact your County Welfare Information Service and report your neighbor's peculiar behavior to them. They will investigate the matter without using
your name. She appears to be disturbed and in need of
help.
DEAR ABBY: I have just won $500 in a contest, and
my husband is furious because I told him I am going to
give the money to our church. Our church is in dire need of
funds for an important project. I prayed hard to somehow

get the money for this project, so when I saw this contest
- advertised I entered it. I made a promise to God that if I
won the contest, I would give the money to the church.
My husband doesn't believe in God, and says a promise
like that means exactly nothing. He says I am crazy for

thing is time—it should be
removed as soon as possible. In
some instances, spots will not

come out regardless, but don't
forget that time makes stains
stubborn Soaps and mild
detergents are excellent
removers for many stains in
washable fabrics. Cold water
will not be as likely to "set" a
stain as warm or hot water. —
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg,
Clinton, Ky.

Hart Home Is Scene
Of Gioup 11 Meet
Fellowship Group
Mrs. P.A. Hart and Mrs.
Mary Bordeaux were hostesses
for the meeting of Group II of
Women's
Christian
the
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church held on
Tuesday, July 3, at two o'clock
in the afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Hart.
Presenting the program for
the afternoon, was Mrs. Betty
Riley, srho gave a lesson from
the study book. She was assisted
by Mrs. William Smith who
played numbers on the accordian.
Mrs. A.B. Austin, new
chairman, presided at the
meeting. Reports were given by
Mrs. Rupert Parks, secretarytreasurer, and Mrs. Ruby
Roberts and Mrs. Estelle'
McDougal, service chairman.
During the social hout

Most knits have more stretch
on the crosswise grain. This will
allow the use of self or con-

refreshments of tea, sander
wiches, and cookies were,
served buffet style from the
trasting fabric trim which beautifully appointed table by
would be impossible or more the hostesses, Mrs. Hart and
expensive in woven fabrics. It Mrs. Bordeaux.
will take about 1-11 to L4 yard for, Twenty members were
trim of neckline, seeves and present. Four visitors were
belt. Compare this to the cost of Mrs. Modena Wilcox, Mrs.

woven fabric that requires Mary O'Kell, Mrs. Helen
enough for cutting bias strips Hodges, and Mrs. William
for the same trun. — Dean

feeling the way I do and he thinks we should spend the
money on things we need for ourselves. I must admit we
could use it right now, but I feel it was the power of prayer
that brought us that money and it belongs to the church.
My husband is barely speaking to me Abby, we honor
crirmittments to people. Why not to God? What shall I do?
CONTEST WINNER IN N Y.
DEAR WINNER. You won the money and it's yours,..
give it to the church if you wish.
DEAR ABBY I am a 14-year-old boy with a question
to ask you. What do you think of long hair on a boy?
if a
My father is so old fashioned it's pitiful. He thinks
makes
He
something.
or
drugs
on
is
he
hair,
long
boy has
me wear my hair real short, and I feel like a freak. Abby,
I wouldn't think of taking drugs, but I want to be one of the

crowd. How can I get my father to let me wear my hair a
--GEORGIA PEACH
-little longer?
DEAR PEACH: I Ai* k's wAsi Is IN a head that Is
important—not what is ON it. I see nothhig wrest with long
hair if it's kept clean and neat However, a sign of maturity is being able to plas b‘ the rules. Don't nag or whine.
When your father notices sour maturity. be may change his
mind.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HUNGRY FOR LOVE" IN RURAL VALLEY: A woman likes---indeed "needs"—to be tad
that she is loved And I will let yen in on another not-sowell-kept secret. So does a man So. If you want to be loved
--love!

Prelims? You'll feel Setter IOU get it Of your chest.
Ally: Box No. 517014 I.. A..
a Penswil nitr, write In
,
re
self-addressed envelope.
stamped
Mean
COL
piers.
Port AAby's new booklet. 'What Teen-Agers Want flo _Wow." mak is Abby. Box WNW Los Angeles. Cal. NOW

come easy the moment you
enter our store. It's usually.,
a smile that greets our
customers, and once you sense the
friendliness of our sales
personnel and their eagerness to
assist you, you'll find it almost
impossible not to smile

FURNITURE CO.
ROUTE 2, MURRAY. KY.

2W Mi.N.on U.S.641-Benton Rd.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
.41
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Environmentally
Speaking

N-EO—CLASSICISM
AND THE THIRD PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

THOMAS 0. HARRIS

COrrak955 10NER
Kentucky Department for Retina Resources
Protection
Environmental
and

Just recently it was my
pleasure to receive a telegram
stating that Hardin County's
Creek Watershed
Valley
Project had been selected as the
nation's most outstanding
watershed project.
NTICELLO, Thomas Jefferson's Home near Charlottesville, Va.
In the last years of the
18th century and for the first
half of the 19th century,
architecture and the arts in
America and Europe were
influenced by a passion for
antiquity. The term applied
to that period is
Neo-Classicism, or the Classic
Revival.
Fads and fashions spring
up for many reasons, but
Neo-Classicism is traceable to
the discovery of the remains
of Pompeii. Excavation there
began in 1748. This event,
and concurrent early
archaeological investigations
in Greece; stimulated
enthusiasm for archaeology
and the clothes and
furnishings of the ancient
world. In France, the Empire
style, fostered by Napoleon,
was an attempt at imitating
the life of the palmier days of
the Roman Empire.
If the Classic Revival was
popular in Europe, it was to
be a mania in America.
Columns in the classic style
appeared not only on
mansions in the south and on
courthouses and banks across
the land, but also on country
stores and humble
-farmhouses. After the
Revolutionary War the
N•o-Classic style of
architecture really caught on,

and the prime mover in
establishing it._1111011-

.

Thomas Jefferson, our third
President and major author of
the Declaration of
Independence.
Jefferson, a statesman and
philosopher, also was a
4- scientist and architect. A
scholar -gentleman, he was
interested in every aspect of
human activity. He has been

called "one of the last great
figures in the humanistic
tradition of the Renaissance."
Thomas Jefferson became
fascinated by architecture
when he was a student at the
College of William and Mary
in Williamsburg, Va.
Although he was an adept
draughtsman, his interest in
architecture came mainly
through reading and over the
years he assembled the
country's then largest library
allairclittnsItzral subjects.
Jefferson sought to create
a native architecture which
would visually express the
political ideals of the young
nation. Through his classical
studies, he had been attracted
to Roman law and literature.
When he became Minister to
France he developed an
interest in Roman
arctfitecture. He saw fine
examples of Roman buildings
in the south of France and, in
Paris, he talked with the
neo-classicist stylists
responsible for the revival
taking place there.
Jefferson was looking for
something dignified and
imposing, but not heavy, and
Roman architecture seemed
to Nave these qualities. His
design of the state capitol at
Richmond, Va., (1785)
.clearly was an adaptation of a
"'Roman temple at Nimes in.
iouthem France.
When he was only 26 he
had built himself a house
atop a hill in Charlottesville,
Va., and called it Monticello.
In 17E16, some years after his
return from France, he
rebuilt the house along
a tines. In tact, he
designed the estate, both

agriculturally

and

architecturally, as a typical
Roman villa.

Jefferson was a practical
person with an analytical•
mind and a sense of social
responsibility. All his life he
performed best in a planning
capacity: he was not
flamboyant and was only a
fair public speaker. It is not
surprising, therefore, to
discover that he was one of
the great architectural
planners of his age.
When the city of
Washington was being laid
out by the French engineer,
Charles L'Enfant, Jefferson
was President Washington's
Secretary of State. He
exercised influence on the
planning of the city and
many of its monuments_ It
seems fitting that he was to
be in 1801 the first President
to be inaugurated in that city.
After 1 809, Jefferson
retired to Monticello. From
1817 until his death in 1826,
he assisted in the founding
and early management of the
-University of Virginia. He
planned not only the
buildings but also the
curriculum of the university,
now one of our great
educational institutions. The
campus buildings there are
among the best examples of
Me Classic Revival in the
,
country.

VD INCREASE
Dr. Marcohno Candau, director general of the World
Health Organization say'', "In
almost all countries, the annual increase in prevalence

I

(of gonorrhea i is as high as 8
to 10 per cent and it is principally young people aged from
15 to 25 years who are affected." — CNS

The Divison of Conservation
has worked with the sponsoring
organizations, the City of
Elizabethtown and the Hardin
County Conservation District,
for nearly 10 years. I am
pleased that our Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection had a
part in this outstanding project.
this
The honor accorded
watershed project speaks well
of the watershed program here
in Kentucky. During the 10
years it has been given, Kentucky has won this award on
three different occasions. The
other two projects to receive it
were the Mud River Watershed
in Logan, Butler,
Project
Muhlenberg and Todd Counties
in 1964 and the North Ford of
Little River in Christian County
In 1967.
When Congress passed Public
Law 568, the Small Watershed
Act, the aim was primarily for
flood prevention on rich
agricultural lands. Later, additional benefits were added to
this law.

Argentina joins
Cuba and Chile

By JAY MALLIN
million gallons of miter girbi
Copley News Service
for this purpose. A new modern
MIAMI — On May Day of
municipal water treatment this year Cuban Dictator
plant has been built just below
Fidel Castro called for the esthe dam. With the adequate tablishment of a bloc of Latin
has
water supply, industry
American nations that would
expanded, creating hundreds of "defend" themselves against
jobs in the community.
"Yankee imperialism." To'Recreations facilities have day such a bloc appears to
have been formed.
been added to this lake and are
providing areas for fishing and
Cuban President Osvaldo
Dorticos and Chilean Presipicnicking.
dent Salvador Allende were
This project demonstrates
what can be accomplished with among the dignitaries present
when Hector Campora was
a cooperative effort. Many
federal,state and local agencies recently inaugurated as Arand individuals cooperated to gentina's new president. Both
presidential guests were inmake this project a reality. The
vited to sign the official inauSoil Conservation Service of the
document.
USDA bore the entire costs of gural
gesture was particularThe
flood
for
construction
ly significant in view of the
protection and coat-shared on
fact that another president,
the recreation area. The local Juan Maria Bordaberry of
land
the
sponsors provided
neighboring Uruguay, was alrights for the four flood
so present but was not invited
prevention lakes and, of course, to sign.
cost-sharing on the municipal
The signing by Dorticos and
and recreational areas.
Allende of the Campora docuI feel that this project is a
ment may well have signaled
model that other communities
the birth of a new alliance:
In our Commonwealth could Communist Cuba, Marxist
follow. Certainly, it is a well Chile and Peronist Argentina.
At that moment Cuba and
deserved award for this comArgentina did not even have
munity.

official diplomatic relations.
This was quickly taken care
of, however, once Campora
became president: announcement was made of the reestablishment of the formal ties
which had been broken between the two countries since
the early sixties.
Upon resumption of relations Campora and Dorticos
gave each other a warm Latin
''abrazo." The presidential
embrace was featured in
front-page pictures in several
Beunos Aires newspapers and
mentioned on Havana Radio.
Dorticos and his group
stayed at the Hotel Plaza in
ckivmtown Buenos Aires. Havana Radio reported that a
crowd gathered and was addressed briefly by Dorticos.
Dorticos told the Argentine
youths, "Comrades ... I want
to extend to you a revolutionary and fraternal salute of
Cuban youth and a profound
message of solidarity of the
Cuban revolution for the Argentine people. I believe these
words express precisely our
sentiments. Long live the
revolution! Long live the
struggle against imperialism!"

Further symbolizing the
new bonds between Cuba,
Chile and Argentina, all three
presidents subsequently attended a soccer game.
A few days later, Dorticos
left for a visit to Chile and
Peru. Castro himself had previously been a guest of Allende, and late in 1972 Allende
visited Cube. Peru and Cuba
also frequently exchange official missions.
For almost a decade Castro's regime had been in virtual diplomatic limbo so far
as the other Latin American
countries were concerned.
Only Mexico maintained relations with Cuba.
Now Peru, Chile and Argentina have relations with Cuba,
as do the four former British
colonies, Jamaica, Guyana
Barbados and Trinidad-To
-bago. Other countries may.
follow suit, including Venezuela, Ecuador and Panama.
The Cuba-Chile-Argentina
bloc is clearly intended as a
counterweight to the U.S. position in the hemisphere. It is,
however, also aimed at Brazil, which hes achieved power
status in South America.

The Valley Creek Project is a
model showing what additional
benefits can be added to this
type of project. In addition to
flood protection on the bottom
land, flood protection is being
of
City
given to the
Elizabethtown. Residents there
state that the project prevented
heavy flood damage three times
during the heavy rains this past
spring. This amounts tO hundreds of thousands et dollars in
flood damage billit~ted,
as well as the ndaery and
hardships caused by flooding.
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Associated Press
CHICAGO(AP) —
harassed and just
Herbert Giglotto sa
*hung why he mi
the Collinsville area,
and his wife were
of a mistaken drug r
Giglotto, who has
million damage suit
of the raid, said i

•.

The project is also providing
another much needed benefit.
been
has
Elizabethtown
plagued for years by an insufficient amount of water for
their municipal supply. One of
the flood prevention structures
was enlarged and now has 300
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By WILLIAM R. RUMBLER.
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO(AP) — "We were
harassed and just scared,"
Herbert Giglotto says in explaining why he moved from
the Collinsville area, where he
and his wife were the victims
of a mistaken drug raid.
Giglotto, who has filed-a $1
million damage suit as a result
of the raid, said Wednesday

that since then his two ears
have been sideswiped by hitand-run drivers, that his wife
has been followed by men in a
car and that he has received
harassing telephone calls.
Telephoning The Associated
Press from an undisclosed location, Giglotto said he believes
he and his wife, Louise, would
not be protected by local police
and that he had feared he was

"not safe in my own home."
His phone call was in response to a request from The
AP forwarded through his parents in East St. Louis. They
said their son and his wife
moved "out West." Giglotto
with his son in announcing the
By J. PAUL TILL .
said he had moved Monday, but
release. "It's a happy day foe
Writer
Press
Mandated
he declined to reveal his locame and for my son, George Jr.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (API
tion.
I'm very proud of his song. I
— Sandy-colored hair hangs like it."
Giglotto, 29, said he had not
over his collar, and a mustache
job
but
is
been offered a new
George Jr. often entertained
about his lips. But for his father on the campaign
curves
optimistic he can find one. He
George C. Wallace Jr. says his trail. Some describe his
quit his job as a boilermaker.
musk
father, the Alabama governor, as "progressive country.:,'
said
the
telephone
calls
He
doesn't seem to mind very Some call it "contemporary." began soon after the April 23
much.
During an interview, the
raid. He said he has always
George Jr. wants to be an enbeen met with silence when he
young bachelor said his hair
tertainer. He admits ail interest
answered.
doesn't cause any problems at
in government but sayit, "I'm home. He said his father "talks
Sunday, his wife discovered a
not
motivated
by
it.
I'd
like
to
about it" but "I got him to let
man in their basement, Giglotto
make my own footsteps. I can't
his hair grow a little longer,
said. He said the man ran out,
think of anything else that ful- and, who knows, maybe I'll get
and nothing was found to be
much as music. It's
fills
me
as
stolen.
him to grow a mustache."
really my life."
He also said rumors have
George Jr. didn't write his
Young Wallace, 21, became
latest songs but says he wants
been spread about he and his
interested in entertainment
to write some in the future.
family—"They Passed word
when he started playing the
gotten into writing, and
"I've
Sunday that my brother, John,
learning disabled, a neurological guitar in the sixth grade. He's
had been shot and my mother _ DAYDREAMS—Daydreaming Is a condition common among the
it's really opened me up," he
head
injury
fever
or
high
ever
since
and
Irons
E5
to
35
per
edit
ef
today.
A
been
doing
it
affects
school
children
almost went to the hospital in headicap which
said.
temporarily has given up busimay cause the condition.
hysterics."
Will his name affect the
ness courses at the University record's
Giglotto said his cars were
success?
Alabama so he can pursue a
of
sideswiped in mid-June at a
"I want the record to be
music career.
time when they were unoccujudged on quality and talent
George Jr. feels he's on his
pied. One car was parked in a
and not, one way or the other,
to success in entertainway
supermarket lot and the other
by the name," he said.
ment. He recently signed a conwas parked in front of his renWATER LINE
tract with MGM Records. His
ted townhouse.
An asbestos-cement pipe,
first recording under that label
In the raid on his house led
Ftitalin is indeed a more powas released Friday, 'There one mile long, now carries
severe temper tantrums, reBy CRAIG MacDONALD
by federal narcotics agents,
tent hallucinogen than LSD
Will Never Be Anyone Else But water from California to Mexnightmares,
poor
curring
Nancy is 5 years old but she
Giglotto said 15 armed men
and psychotic beh..vior as
coordination
or
a
You"
and "Why Don't They ico for the first time, ending
muscular
burst into the townhouse, hand- does not speak.
water rationing for 360,000 of
well as psychic dependence
unable
to
read
or
child
may
be
Understand?"
Jerry, 7, has been branded a
cuffed him and repeatedly
Tijuana's 400,000 residents. —
can result from the use of
color within lines.
The
Alabama
governor
joined
maverick
by
his
classmates
threatened him while an agent
CNS
drugs.
A smaller percentage of
because he cannot ride a bicyheld a gun to his head.
"It would appear that once
hypoactive
children
may
be
He and his wife were insulted cle,
again the medical profession
or withdrawn.
Martha, 8, has a probleni
and their furniture damaged
is caught up with a fad and
Beginning Monday, July 16, 1973
According to Mrs. Brockspelling, but her
reading
and
before the men admitted they
easy explanation for serious
man, perception is an importeachers and parents know
difficult-to-diagnose
and
raided the wrong place and she is not retarded because
tant symptom. "A child's
problems of learning diem:.
left, he said.
reverse
what
his
mind
may
she does well in other subders."
Will be in their new office at
Donald Askew, whose home jects.
eyes may see perfectly," she
In an effort to find out why a
mistakenly
raided
the
also was
said. "'Was' becomes 'saw'
Burt, an active 9-year-old,
child is hyperactive, one of
same night, has filed a $100,000 sits in his fourth grade class
and 'look' may become
the major symptoms of learn'Ioko.'
damage suit against the federal listening to the teacher, but he
ing disabilities, Walker
The cause of neurological
government. Askew said armed is also listening to the traffic
Mon. thru FYI.9 a.m. to 12:00-2 p.m to 7 p m
checks for present illness
problems may be traced back
agents smashed into his home, in the street and children runSaturday
9 a.m. to 12:00.
a
comsymptoms,
compiles
to a high fever, difficult birth,
but he has said neither he nor ning down the hallway.
plete medical history as well
injury
as
a
child
or
even
head
his family was abused or
per
cent
of
From 25 to 35
Phone 753-9909
as family and social histories
an allergy to the central nerschoolchildren today suffer
threatened.
the patient.
of
system.
vous
A federal grand jury is in- from some sort of learning
Treatment for the learning
vestigating the raids and four disability, according to Mrs.
varies. Dr. Sidney
disabled
presidentBrockman,
Alice
federal narcotics agents have
Adler, a clinical professor of
been suspended by the Drug elect of a chapter of an associpediatrics at the University of
ation for neurologically
Abuse Enforcement Agency.
California at Irvine, often
handicapped children.
uses medication as a tool.
These children give themBOATING STUDY
The author of "Your Over
by
the
way
away
mere
selves
A grant of $50,000 from the
Active Child, Normal or Not,"
they act than by any obvious
U.S. Coast Guard will enable
said he frequently prescribes
physical handicap.
the Red Cross to study such
stimulants like amphetSan
Diego'
The
official
of
the
That's The Way Our Machines Treat and Wash Your Carl
things as who the boating pubamines and Ftitalin for OverCalifor-,
chapter
of
the
County
lic is and what kinds of safety
active children "as an effecma As,sociation for Neurologi*
Material It responds to, and
tive way to alter behavior and
cally Handicapped Children,
lead to new approaches
motivate them in school."
impairment
(CANHC)
said
an
education.
—
safety
boating
to
car TIM
He has called these "confisystem
upsets
the
nervous
of
CNS
dence pith because they give
these childrens' impulses,
certain children confidence
their perception of the world
they lack."
and their relation to it.
Adler said that effective
'There is a gap between the
treatment may also include
learning disabled child's abilpsychological counseling for
ity and what they actually
parents and child.
both
Exxon
she
said.
achieve,''
Dr. Sydney Walker III, a
The association is presently
Mobile
neuro - physiologist- psychiaattempting to educate the
trist in La Jolla, Calif., has
Bank Americard
public about learning disabillcome out with a warning
Master Charlie
how to detect them and
against using drugs in many
bow to treat them.
American Express
cases of the neurologically
Mrs. Brockman said the
handicapped.
Credit Cards
youngsters who are neurolog"Some doctors see a hyperically handicapped have a
active child and give him
good potential for treatment
Retain and amphetamine*
and cure the earlier they are
without really trying to find
diagnosed.
out why the patient acts this
Learning disability amp
way," he said.
toms during childhood can be
"This fad of drug treatment
a child's resisting affection,
can be dangerous because

Emmert Chiropractic Center

903 Sycamore Street with New Hours

GENTLE AS A BREEZE

DISCUSSION TIME—Dave Messinger tries to explain his views
on Women's Lib (top photo) while Beth Munger readies herself
says something tbOt
to rebut his argument...In erster pboto
Dave lavabo at.04
=amen Peth (3114,1041.81,
chauvinist and...Dave covers his ears (bottom( in an effort to
block out what he has heard. Beth is a little perturbed at that...

QUICK AS A WINK

No need to drive it looking dirty — We'll Wash It, Gently,
Look Better, Feel Better,
Quickly, Cleanly! Your
Drive Better!

FINAL
rebrifig
SUMMER FABRIC
C'-EARANCE

ASTROH

1 WASH

Choose 4bs,
waffla wss, twills,
4cionoles.saultiletolors,
iscritrards, tone-onotones,
more in
on
dressmaker
11
lengths. 60" wide. Machine wad, and dry.

st11;

44ceftTriffinterittacetates, 100% acetates. A114,5" wide
and mochia•-washable.

Blends of 65% polyester, 35% cotton in
dressmaker lengths,
45" wide.

several designer
lengths in soft knits
shirting stripes, suitings, denims end

Yds.
for

100% cotton.
Solids, prints and
flocked fancies, 45"wide. Machine wash
and dry.

more.
4allb

FINAL SUMMER
FABRIC CLEARMICE
FROM

ZIPPERS
?,/•j11JncIe

Jeff's Shopping Center
Phone 753,0255

Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat. - 1-6 Sunday
-bl_ptisfaction Guaranteed

Peijeles Bakik
-fais-Werahesei

Phones
753.8030,7531.474

We have many discontinued and one-of-a-kind pieces of fine Name Brand
furniture, carpet, lamps, tables, pictures, bedroom suites, love seats, sofas,
- chairs, rockers, recliners, diningroons sets and hIdeit-becis.
We are offering to you at up to 50% off of our regular prices., Drexel,
Simmons, Bigelow, Hickory, La-Z-Boy, Lane, Conover, Cabin Craft, Stanley,
Williams, Cochrane, American of Martin-wine, Weils;Wdweit, BassettPhil Mar, Westwood, and many more.
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Interviewing for MSU
Oral History Is Set

Horse Show
Is Planned
At State Fair

Clements, who also addressed
the gathering, said that his
plans for economic growth in
Kentucky" recognized a concept that involved the efforts of
many, many people."
Speaking of the future, Ford
Business and Economic World, said that "the outstanding
those who have worked and quality of life in Kentucky is a
continue to work for Kentucky's positive force which acts as a
economic growth."
magnet in attracting others."
In his address to the But he also added that "we
gathering, governor Ford said must be very selective as we
much of Kentucky's economic entice others into Kentucky, in
development in the past 25 order that our liveability factor
years was due in part to the is never jeopardized."
efforts of Earle C. Clements, the
man who "began a foundation
RENT-AN-ELEPHANT
of economic growth in Kentucky
Malaysia recently "borthat today sparks our optimism,
rowed" four elephants from
stimultaes our enthusiasm
India for a period of nine
about years ahead, and gives us months to use as lures to coax
a legacy in whch to mold the wild elephants into traps in
tomorrow."
of
patterns
newly cleared areas. — CNS

Anniversary Banquets
Held By Two Agencies

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Two
Kentueity state agencies
Interviewing for the Murray for 1974-75 last month, Ford
celebrated their 25th anThe 1973 Kentucky State Fair
State University oral history called the oral history Unniversaries last week with
Horse
project which will place major dertaking "a project that can World's Championship
banquets here.
thousands
emphasis on modern Kentucky make a significant contribution Show, which attracts
The Kentucky State Police
historical sources every year from across the
political figures is expected to to the
which was held at the
banquet,
future United States and Canada, will
to
available
begin in August.
Convention Center June 30,
to
20,
August
run from Monday,
James W. Hammack, Jr., generations."
featured a program honoring
Hammack said the interviews Saturday, August 25.
Resistant professor of history
the agency's impressive record
a
with
end
the
for
will
in
fill
show
to
serve
The
will
and director of the program,
of law enforcement over the
the
with
night
people
Saturday
diaries
flourish
has been involved since mid- memoirs and
past quarter century.
$10,000 World's Five-Gaited
June, in learning oral history used to write in the past.
In his address, Gov. Wendell
Yorktown,
a
provide
to
is
Championship.
purpose
"Our
techniques and in researching
praised the Kentucky
Ford
years,
three
historical
past
the
valid
of
for
winner
Kentucky government. He has record
Police for a fob of long
defend
State
to
the
return
in
used
to
be
to
expected
documents
is
which
libraries
'visited several
hours and many sacrifices.
have oral history programs. future for scholarly research," his title.
Ford said last year the departsome
with
"along
he continued,
Officially classified as a "star
"Taped recordings of the of the more interesting
ment's 390 troopers in the field
Show," by the American Horse
interviews will be preserved in reminiscing from the past."
"drove nearly 12.5 million
Shows Association in 1972, this
the special collections section of
miles, recovered more than 900
Hammack observed that the
the library as part of the effort project "will fit in very well," year's show includes fivestolen vehicles, made about
to accumulate material relating with the newly-established gaited, three-gaited, fine
9,400 criminal arrests, and
harness, saddle horses, roadKentucky Harry
to
prominent
assisted some 24,000 inWaterLee
politicial figures," Hammack field Governmental Studies sters, and hackney and harness
dividuals."
A
ponies. record $132,500 will be
said.
Citing other examples of the
Foundation and with the offered in prize money and
Noting that most of the growing collection of papers
effectiveness of the agency, that
governors and lieutenant and memoirs on deposit in the trophies.
has grown from 142 men since
governors since 1930 are still
Admission is free for the 2
Its beginning, Ford said, "the
university library.
alive, Hammack said they,
training and tradition of the
"In some instances these tape p.m. matinees each day and the
STORAGE
along with people who were
Kentucky Sate Police has
recordings will substantiate 10 a.m. performance Tuesday.
& DRYING BINS
close to them, will be asked to documents that are on deposit No show is scheduled for
produced men to meet the
cooperate. He added that he will in the library," he said.
Thursday, at 2.
challenge."
WATER CARRIER—A milk truck was used to carry water to
DIAMETERS
personally conduct most of the
Reserved seats for Thursday,
Equipment, uniforms, and
other
that
blaze at Pollution Control Inc., 15 miles southwest of Mm15' TO 90'
He expressed hope
interviews.
state police cruisers from the
are Friday, and Saturday night
Miami. But "light water," a liquid developed to fight
polls, Mimi.
organizations which
CAPACITIES
may be purchased in advance,
present and the unit's opening
etrollum-based fires, was needed to finally extinguish the fire.
Supported by two grants historically oriented will
1800 to 305,000 bu.
tickets
and
general
admission
combustion.
with
along
spontaneous
displayed
from
were
started
year
oral
the
in
apparently
e fire
totaling $33,100 from Gov. become interested
may be purchased each day
(AP Wirephotoi
the historical highlights of each
CHICAGO
Wendell H. Ford's contingency history project, explaining that
the
show.
7:30
pm.
before
commissioner's and director's
as
assistance
of
be
could
DRYING SYSTEMS
they
department,
history
fund to the
Reserved seats for the entire
tour of duty.
Uhe program will also include the program progresses.
Proceeds from the banquet
A faculty member at Murray week may be purchased for $15.
documentation about some
donated to Trooper Island,
were
Hammack
1968,
since
State
Entry
from
is
deadline
Friday,
Kentuckians
prominent
a camp for underprivileged
outside the realm of Kentucky earned the B.S. and M.A. July 20. Catalogues and entry
children,located at Dale Hollow
PRE-HARVEST
government. Hammack degrees at Memphis State blanks are available by
Reservoir in Clinton County,
specifically mentioned University. He is currently writing: Horse Show Office
SALE PRICE
Kentucky.
hemoriSt Irvin S. Cobb and Vice involved in a doctoral program Kentucky State Fair, P.O. Box
expected to serve an estimated
TVA
—
Tenn.
KNOXVILLE,
of
Department
Kentucky
The
President Alben W. Barkley. at the University of Kentucky 21179, Louisville, Kentucky
has announced plans to develop 18,000 visits annually by school Commerce banquet, "25 Years
Erection and concrete services available.
In announcing grants of which he hopes to complete in 40221.
and
groups.
university
children
center
study
an
environmental
a
was
2,
July
held
Progress"
of
September.
early
or
August
late
$17,300 for 1973-74 and $15,800
WE AREIDEALING NOW.
within the new waterfowl There will also be an op- restament to Kentucky's
being portunity to attract tourists economic growth in the past
management area
COME IN AND SEE US!
established around the old interested in conservation.
quarter century.
Nolichucky Dam south of
The reception and dinner for
BUFFALO BUMP
Greeneville, Tennessee.
than 400 persons at the
more
A 80-ton locomotive, hauling
Main features of the study
Plaza Buffet Room, was
Capital
center will include a 2-mile a train about 100 miles south
attended by legislators, former
Australia's
in
Darwin
of
nature trail with a variety of
governors, commissioners,
was
Territory,
42071
mr •
Kentucky
Murray,
Northern
educational stations along the
businessmen and was described
buffalo recently
way, a 30 foot overlook for charged by a
by Commissioner of Commerce
Phone 753-340
bufthe
,"•••••rkilling
derailed,
and
students and teachers to get
Damon Harrison as "a cross
train
the
aboard
No
falo.
one
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Swims Offered
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Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL -•

7

MA{

Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Savings Certificates of Deposit
Golden Passbook Savings
Passbook Savings
Commercial Loans
Real Estate Loans
Installment Loans

BA

Federal Insured SlUdent Leas--•----Nolpry_Pablic Services
Bank-By-Mail
•Savings Bonds
Night Depository
BankAmericard
Safe Deposit Boxes
't'acation Club
Travelers Checks
Drive-In-Windows
Bank Drafts
Automatic Transfer of Fu nds

Christmas Club
Travel Services

-0141-11-IM

Phone
382-259:
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Violators Of
Freeze Roll
Back Prices

Down Concord Way .. .

'New Concord Heights', Is New
Subdivision, Being Developed
By Mrs. Estelle Spiceland
July 7, 1173
The Fourth of July passed
rather quietly here.
As we grow older we prefer a
first new black berry pie and
new green beans and squash for
celebrating
rather
than
fireworks and crowds.

Wright's Grocery near Mt.
Cannel Church, since being
bought by Dave Campbell is
now operating under new
management.
Otis Lovins has more new
neighbors in Crappie Hollow
and his grandson, Eric, is happy
that there is a 12 year old boy
for a play mate now.

Mrs. James (Vine!) Patterson was pleased to have as
holiday guests her granddaughter, Robin Futrell and
Robin's mother from Arizona.
Robin's father was the late
Jimmy Futrell who died in a
plane crash over Georgia about
1963.
Keys Patterson, merchant at
New Concord Grocery since
also buying the grocery at
Robert McCages' and easing
the unemployment problem for
a few,is next having a bulldozer
clear the entire Nance farm
which he bought including the
former Dr. Blalock place, and
this new subdivision will be
Concord
named
`'New
Heights."
New Concrd Cemetery, now
considered isolated, may one
day be in a very public place.
Revivals have been in
progress in many new churches
the last few weeks, now at
Concord Church of Christ.
One minister rather sadly
remarked that old time revivals
were almost things of the past.
But if there is a revival of
fellowship such as there was at
Good Shepherd Church last
week when different ch
of different denominations
d their singing talents to
ces, the time was well
t.
The choir of South Pleasant
Grove was present one evening
for Bro. McLeod's sermon.
One visitor from New York
was the daughter of the Claxtons.
Psalms 133-1 says "Behold,
how good and how pleasant it is
for brethren to dwell together in
unity."
If neighbors and neighboring churches cannot obey
Roman 12-18 "If it be possible,
Cr much as lieth in you, live
peaceably with all men," how
can nations be expected to
cooperate with each other.
Mt. Cannel Baptist Church
missed having perhaps their
oldest member, Mrs. Lizzie
McCuiston, present at revial
services for she was in the
hospital. Another of their oldest,
MM.Florence Osborn, has beenbedridden at the home of her
son, Wavil, for several years in
sight of the church.

As I awoke before 6:00 a.m.
and from open bedroom window
could hear above the sounds of
early morning traffic and the
barking of dogs,the most joyous
symphony of myriad of birds in
the grove of trees out back of
the school. I could truly be
grateful as Max Hurt admonished us in shcool days that
I am who I am and where I am.

Thomas Lane
Named to Attend
Youth Seminar

And still another aged
member, Mrs. Alvie Thompson,
who lives with her son, Lloyd,
near the church has been unable
to go to church in many years.
But these disabled veterans
have given to the world some
useful citizens and deserve
remembrance.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bucy are
planning a trip to Michigan to
see their new grand son for the
first ime.

'Thomas Lane of Murray,
teacher of biology at Heath
High School in McCracken
County, and one of his students,
Chris Richard attended the
national enviroitmental
seminar held --it Catoctin
Mountain National Park, Md.,
June 24,27
Tii(y were Kentucky's
student representatives in a
special seminar. The Heath
High School ecology Club of

Your Individual Horoscope

7)ei

Frances Drake

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Twenty-three firms in the state
found to be in violation of the
June 13 price freeze set by
President Nixon have voluntarily rolled by their prices.
'That brings to 45 the total
number of firms in the state
who have taken such action.
The Economic Stabilization
Division of the Internal Revenue Service has received 96
complaints in the past two
weeks—compared with 189
between June 10 and June 23.
Most of the complaints have
concerned food and gasoline
prices.
Bernie Ellert, the stabilization division manager for Kentucky, announced the names of
the firms.
Thirteen of the 23 firms were
located in Jefferson County.
The other firms were identified
as: Peck Brothers Produce Co.,
Paducah; David McCauley,
eggs, Mount Vernon; Cloverleaf
Service Stations, Inc., doingbusiness as Peoples SrV1ce
Station, Central City; Olillghtly
Produce Co., PadliCah; Hall's
Little Giant, Gireenup; Tri-State
Consolid.ted Gas Co., Inc.,
Pa

FOR FRIDA'1,4MY 13, 1973
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A good day to contact the
opposition and try to work out a
satisfactory compromise. Be
realistic, though, and don't give
too much just to dispose of
matters quickly.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
An original twist or a new
routine
could
brighten
monotony, but don't go to extremes and attempt the bizarre.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Self-reliance and optimism
stimulated. Seek better understanding with associates.
Promote sound ventures: some
spending may be necessary
Insure gains.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Give careful thought to
decision.ybu must make soon.
Try to understand thoroughly
thejobs and involvements of the
next few days. And be objective!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Tip-top solar influences
stimulate possibilities of
progress. Especially favored:

n*9.

41,4t

financiOrTtransactions,
theatrical ventures, dealings in
antiques and objets d'art.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Stellar influences somewhat
mixed, but generally on the
favorable side. You may get
unexpected help in a personal
problem through a business
associate.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A
Stellar influences contame to
favor creative iritts and
stimulate your inenuity. Also,
a goal day far seeking favors —
especially in mid-morning.
10
24 to Nov. 22) nt'eltiC
You may be given some new
responsibilities. Don't give way
to anxiety. Take each matter in
turn, handling essentials first.
The rest will fall into place.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Expend energies wisely.
There's a tendency now to
overtax yourself. Your talent
for carrying out assignments
against big odds can be cleverly
used.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)

)440

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Be • alert to schemers and
those
offering
dubious
propositions. Don't allow
yourself to be "taken in" by
rosy promises, no inatterJw
convincing the promgtef may
be.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to-Feb. 19)
Don't &wvgard little warning
signals. Keep your imagination
ontrolled in work and business
deals, in all areas. There's a
tendency now to run out of
bounds.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
As with Capricorn, you, too,
may encounter the deceptive
and the unscrupulous. Be alert,
and don't forsake principles.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
great love of home and family
and a talent for mathematics
and science. Your loyalty and
sense of responsibility are
outstanding, as are your conservatism and conventionality.
You are extremely versatile
and, if you do not lose confidence in yourself ( a Cancerian
tendency ), can become highly
successful in almost any career
you choose.

is

SLIPPERY PAIR—Two identified youths take advantage of
near-90 degree week-end temperatures In Indianapolis by sliding
down the dam at Geist'Reservoir. The boys were caught by a
photographer, but were not seen by Marion County Sheriff's officers who have warned youngsters that such activity is extremely dangerous as well as illegal.

—Enix Warehouse Is Here— I
J4
th

Is'S

th

Main

1St

I6
th
St

1st

Prapn Ikest
iSr
—'WarehouseEnix

107 No. 5th Street

MURRAY

Ph. 753-8030

AQUA NET

9-9 Mon- thru Sat.

HAIR SPRAY

1-6 Sunday

Thomas Lane
which Richard is a member and
Lane is advisor was named May
21 for having the most outstanding youth environmental
program in the state in the
Ecology Council of American
awards program.
The seminar featured outdoor
training sessions by the
National Park Service and the
U. S. Forest Service. The youth
environmental program is
sponsored as a public service of
the Pepsi-Cola Company in
with
Keep
cooperation
American Beautiful, Inc.
Lane, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Lane of Marion, received
his B. S. form Murray State
University. He is married to the
Geurin,
Bobbie
former
daughter of Mrs. Lona Mae
Geurin of Murray Route Six,
and they have one daugher,
1
2. Mn. _Lane is
April, age 2/
employed at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Ind.

Maalox

SCIENTIFICALLY
TESTED AND APPROVE
FOR LONGER WEAR
ACCURATE FIT.

Antacid Liquid

FOAMY

AlkaSeltzer

tuf;
Ist:Sr==
nb. ATTENTION
0.
ass*

DAIRYMEN

Shave Cream
15-oz.
'1.49 Value

;UNI:

Nutrena "Instantized"

REP1ACER
has
v MIXABILITY
s' PALATABILITY
v DIGESTIBILITY
Buy 5 Bags during the month of July
and get
1 BAG FREE!

TiJquid

LOVING CARE

Pre

Hair Color

i
.
•-••••

1.15 Value

2.00 Value

Rhodes Feed Mill
Colgate

Cuba, Ky.
Phone
382-2593

CiFT-Fi5

Murray
Area
489-2498

:It
IRA

Fit

11

Haul

L

I
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Source Of
Demo.Funds
Is Sought
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
exact source of $402,150 raised
by the Kentucky Democratic
Central Committee during a recent fund drive will be sought
in a preliminary audit Wednesday. The audit, of documents
submitted by the Central Committee, is expected to be completed Thursday.
State Democrats were asked
to document to a greater degree the source of $850,646
raised by the drive. Orlando
Potter, consultant on election
finance to the secretary of the
U.S. Senate, had said Kentucky
Deraocrats were "cavalier" in
reporting that M02,150 of the
funds came simply from "mass
solicitations."
The Kentucky Democratic
Party treasurer, George Dudley. said he thinks the party
has complied with the requests
for additional information. The
additional documents were submitted Tuesday.
He said the documents included a summary of the entire
fund drive; a -county-by-county
brakdown of fund-raising acAllies and a revised •list of all
*sons rito contributed more
tillan $100.

qqam Is Set For
IIS Qualification
k Persons who are not certified
public accountants or attorneys
but want to qualify to represent
elients in tax matters before
Internal Revenue Service
subinit their esouninallon
ation by August 31, 1973.
District Director of Internal
evenue, Paul Niederecker,
Special
the
that
id
nrollnient Examination in the
Louisville District will be given
it the U.S. Post Office Building,
e, Kentucky on Sep.
24 and 25, 1973.
Interested persons can secure
plications and additional
ormation from their local
office by writing the
Office, P.O. Boa, 1724,
e, Kentucky 40201 or by
502 S82-5377
Applications, accompanied
a fee of $25 payable to the
nternal Revenue Service,
be mailed by August 31,
to the Director, Audit
vision, Internal Revenue
rvice, Washington, D.C.
, Attention

LOSE UGLY FAY

OR PAY NOTHING
Start
losing weight Icid•y OR
MONEY BACK MONADEX is a tiny
tablet Mat will help curb your desire for access food. Eat less-weigh
less. Contains no dangerous drugs
and will not make you nervous. No
strenuous •■•rcise. Change your life
. start today. MONADEX costs
.00 for a 20 day supply and S5 00
tot twice the amount Lose ugly tat
Or your money will be refunded wIth
no questions asked be
Say-rite Drugs-Bet Air Shopping
Center Mail Orders Filled

7,
culc:tflxibOcpartrotat--:ntca,l.il
IZiesernbar
usgy

tor

eeS Ask
c

This column of questions and anwsers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a- public
service to Ilizpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

ters in these publications on
which some courts have taken
a position more favorable to
the taxpayer than the official
IRS position. Until these varying interpretations are resolved by higher court decision or otherwise, the IRS
must necessarily continue to
state the Service viewpoint.
Q. My maid is quitting next
month. Is it true that I*11 have
to gise her a W-2 Form?

eligh Married individuals entirftd to file jointly with a
combined income Qf less than
$2,800 ($3,550 if one is 65 or
older or $4,300 if both are 65
or older) for each of the two
years;
A. Yes, many students with
3. Individuals with unearned
persons,
retired
summer jobs,
income (such as interest or
part-time,
and others working
dividends) who may be claimed
may be able to qualify for ex- as a dependent' by another
emption from withholding by taxpayer, but have gross infiling a Form W-4E with their come of less than $750.
employer. These forms are
Those who have a question
available from employers and about whether or not they are
many IRS and school place- eligible should contact their
ment offices.
nearest IRS office.
Individuals who qualify for
exemption from withholding Q. Will IRS publications tell
are those who did not have to you about court decisions that
pay income tax for the pre- take a position on tax matters
vious year and do not expect more favorable to the taxpayer
to have to pay tax for the cur- than the IRS position?
rent year. These eligible tax- A. Explanations and examples
payers generally will be in one in Internal Revenue Service
of three categories:
reflect the official IRS interI. Single persons with an pretation of tax laws enacted
annual gross income for both by Congress, regulations isthe previous year and the cur- sued by the Treasury Departrent year of less than $2,050 ment, and pertinent court decisions. There are certain mat42,800 if 65 or older).

A. Yes. Under new IRS rules,
you must report total wages
paid (whether or not income
tax was withheld) and social
security tax withheld from
maids, gardeners and other
household employees. Normall)-, Jan. 31 is the deadline
for giving the employee her
W-2 form and for filing a copy
with the IRS along with your
Form 942 fourth quarter report of social security tax
withheld. But if the employee
leaves before Jan. 31, as in
your case, you must give het
the W-2 form within 30 days
after her last payday. Include
a copy of the W-2 with your
final Form 942 return for that
employee.

Feeding Young Bulls
Could Aid Consumers

fund check?

Q. Is it true that many students with summer jobs may
qualify for exemption from
Federal income tax withholding?

LEXINGTON, KY.—The idea
of feeding young bulls for beef
been
is not new. It has
discussed from time to time
over the years by thoeie interested in the beef cattle industry.
However, a revision of U.S.
quality grade standards for bull
beef could help this idea catch
on in the near future. The new
quality grade standards will
distinguish, for the first time,
between beef from young bulls
and older bulls.
As of July 1, beef from young
bulls are graded according to
the same quality standards as
beef from steers and heifers.
The quality grade remdrementa
for color, texture and marbling
will be the same. When it is
USDA graded, however, the
meat from the young bulls will
be identified with the word
"bullock."
"I think we may see more bull
calves fed for slaughter as a
result of these new standards,"
Nelson Gay, Extension
beet cattle specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. "Of course, the
whole idea depends on the
acceptance by consumers of
bullock beef."
The UK specialist points out
that using young bulls for beef
offers advantages to both the
farmer and consumer. It offers
a chance to expand the supply of
beef and at the same time hold
down production coeds because
bulls gain faster and more el-

LATEX FLAT WALL FINIS
OR
\ LATEX HOUSE PAINT

ireQ*
PAINT SALE
EXTENDED
—

48111111111111

sfout
oise,";:st

W*
ltS-11O

7
?

YOUR CHOICE:_

Tern ;
1.471 I

GALLON

HOUSE PAINT

024110

MURRAY HOME &
Chestnut Street AUTO 753-2571

Miss Calloway County
Fair Queen Contestants
Connie LaWilaa Iteghm Lockhart Susanne Dick

Gwen Crease

Jane Rate

Debbie McCord

Janey Kelso

Sheila McCuistoo

WET AND WILD—
degree weekend temi
hose iq attempt to SC1
sides el a ball suspeol
stream.
Raft lime

Rhonda Garlmod Limb Benner

Pamela White

Phyllis Adams

Kama Sue Robinson

For more details, see the instructions on your Form 942.
Forms W-2 will be mailed to
you along with your fourth
quarter return. Extra copies
can be obtained from any IRS
office.
Q. When will I receive nt y

re-

Gale Breach

Evan Mathews

A. It normally takes 6-8 weeks,
but it may take longer if you
mailed your return near the
filing deadline. Delays will also
ficiently than steers.
occur if the return is incom°Research conducted by corn plete or inaccurate.
belt experiment stations shows
If you have not received
that bulls gain 15-20 percent
faster than steers and are 10-15 your refund or a letter exthe delay within AO_
percent more efficent," notes plainingafter
weeks
mailing your reGay. "Also, the carcasses have turn, contact your local IRS
Nancy Jones
Denise Hoek
less fat and more lean meat." district office.
The revised standards will not
change the grading of beef that
is now generally available in
* Due to Popular Demand,
retail stores. Since very few
young bulls are now being
produced for use as fresh m
consumers should not e
bullock beef to be immediate'
available in volume at retail
meat counters.
Gay emphasizes that early
castration of boll calves which will be fed for slaughter is still
recommended to Kentucky
this
cattlemen. He says
recommendation will not
change until a definite demand
for beef from young bulls has
been established.

Gay Grua

Cathy Mitchell

Beth Wilson

Doane Waldrup

Trine Nicks

Kathey Kelly

Dade Dodd

We Will Continue Our Sale through July *

KODIAK

The latest and greatest"Bear for Wear"

Kentucky
Turnpike To
Be Toll-Free

GI 811.1.
Education or training under
HA current GI Rill must be
tswripltskvi within eight years
of separation from military
service or by..,May 31, 1974, .
whichever date is later. —

Not just one but two belts

Any Sizes
Listed

of steel cord. Not on top of
but between two polyester
cord plies.

Polyester

Wall Str

By RICHARD L
AP Business
NEW YORK (AF
Street's billion-dolls
is: When will small
investors return?
But some WaaStrl
are asking an even
question: Will thos
ever return?
Their reasoning is
has been a funclamel
in the market; the
dominated by instil
that the small and
investors have been
alienated.
Paul Kolton, chali
American Stock
warned in a specs
that without those s
dividual investors,
can stock market
come as dead and'
their European cow
Although institutO
and sell in huge
shares he said, fr
the other end of the
are many small in
their 100 shares
amounts.
James J. Needhi
the New York Stocl
has made similar
and the exchange t
programs to woo b
vidual investor.
It's obvious that

* F7L14
* G78.-14

13/32 Treed Depth
--ro-kee-reams.

Two Polyester Cord Body Plies

* H78-14
* G78-15

Two Inserted Steel Belts

* H78-15

73 Series Design
Steel'

FRANKFORT, K.(AP) —
Under a plan agreed on by
state highway officials, the
Kentucky Turnpike will be free
of tolls by about June 30, 1975,
and some 818 million will have
accumulated by that date for
rehabilitation work.
The rehabilitation is the first
step in the eventual upgrading
of the Louisville-Elizabethtown
road to federal interstate standards.
The projects include the following:
A new clover-leaf type of exit
ramp for southbound traffic at
Outer Loop, construction of
which is tentatively set to begin
In 1976. Cost is estimated at 85
million.
A median barrier to prevent
cross-over accidents at selected
locations, particularly between
Louisville and Sheptuirdsville,
costing about $3.5 million.
engineering
Preliminary
work on the over-all program
to eventually widen the turnpike. inor bring— Ir üji —to—thestandards of Interstate 85, with
which the turnpike connects.
The cost for this work is estimated at $3 million.
Resurfacing of the 39-mile
road, at a cost of about $3 million.
New signposts, and a new
ramp south of Elizabethtown to
accommodate U.S. 31-W traffic
wishing to turn north on the
turnpike. Estimated cost for
the two projects is $1.2 million.
Highway
'
Cooner
James E. Gary said the
pike rehabilitation program is
designed to put the superhighway in a "like new" condition at the time the last construction bonds are paid off.
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Good Swine Management Helps Hold Down Costs

WET AND WILD-Washington Township (Indiana i Volunteer Firemen take advantage of near-9a
degree weekend temperatures with a game of waterball at the station. Firemen man high-pressure
hose in attempt to score on their opponents. Game is played with two teams stationed on opposite
sides of a ball suspended from cable. Object is to force ball into the opponents' territor with water
stream.
AP Wirephoto

LEXINGTON, KY.-Hog
producers have suet lead coats
rise steadily in recent months.
'Me price of soybean meal
continues to reach new record
levels, and corn prices have
also shown recent sharp advances.
These high feed prices make
it more important than even for
hog producers to aim for
maximum feed efficiency. M.
D. Whiteker, Extension swine
specialist at the University of
of
College
Kentucky
these
has
Agriculture,
management suggestions for
improving feed utilization and
holding down feed costs:
-('ut down on feed wastage
and damage.
-Worm the pigs.
-Spray for lice and mange.
-Have plenty of clean, fresh
cool water available at all
times.
-Reduce stress on the.
animals as much as possible.
Whiteker points out that most
self-leader waste 5-10 percent of
the fed which goes through

S011

Wall Street Question: Will Investors Return?

ms

By RICHARD L STERN
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Wall
Street's billion-dollar question
IS: When will small individual
investors return?
But some Wall•Street insiders
are asking an even more basic
question: Will those investors
ever return?
Their reasoning is that there
has been a fundamental change
Iii the market; that it Is now
dominated by institutions and
that the small and individual
investors have been perrnantly
alienated.
Paul Kolton, chairman of the
American Stock Exchange
warned in a speech recently
that without those small and individual investors, the American stock market would become as dead and -illiquid" as
their European counterparts.
Although institutions may buy
and sell in huge blocks of
shares he said, frequently at
the other end of the transaction
are many small investors with
their 100 shares or odd-lot
amounts.
James J. Needham, head of
the New York Stock Exchange,
has made similar statements
and the exchange has launched
programs to woo back the individual investor.
It's obvious that those efforts
0
,0011111sos-c,„„

"Our camper is gone!"
What kind of insurance
covers camping equipment? Is it covered by a
Tenant or Homeowner
Policy? What of liability in
case someone is injured?
We, at Murray Insurance
Agency offer a free survey
of your risks and insurance
policies to help you
discover any serious gaps
insurance
your
in
protection.

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
BEI AIR CENTER

733-47si

to date have failed.
But those who say the market
will never be the same again
remain in the minority.
Most Wall Streeter's still believe the small individual will
come back.
First, however, the market
must show signs of a clear and
fundamental shift away from
the present bear market.
"The individual investor is no
dummy,' said Larry Wactbei,
analysts with Bache & Co.
"He's not going to get his feet
wet again until he's sure the
storm warnings have passed
and it's clear sailing again.
A recent survey of investors
indicates lust whigiliVachtel and
many other analysts are saying. Small investors said in the
survey that they were anxious
to get back into the market, but
were awaiting the right signs.
Also awaiting some signs of

Paint Industry Warns
Of Lead Poison Danger
WASHINGTON, D.C.,Summer is the peak season for
childhood lead poisoning, an
illness that is caused by the
excessive
of
absorption
amounts of lead into chndrer's
bodies. Lead poisoning can
Cause permanent mental
retardation, brain damage,
blindness or even death.
The National Paint and
Association(NPCA)is
warning parents of the increased lead poisoning hazard
during the summer season as
part of a national "Community
Awareness," program. The
Association points out that
medical statistics show a sharp
increase in lead poisoning cases
during the months May through
September.
According to NPCA, one of
the causes of lead poisoning is
the ingestion of old, pre-World
War II leaded paints, containing
up to 50 per cent white lead.
These paints can still be found
on the walls of old buildings
especially in inner city areas. If
this old paint begins to peel it
can be eaten by children and
cause lead poisoning. Children
under age six are the most
frequent victims of this illness,
especially toddlers between 12
months and 36 months of age.
This is an age of exploration for
most children and many will put
non-food substances in their
mouths.
Laid poitiOnIng can occur **child If only small amounts of
lead are taken into the body.
Just a few small lead chips
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significant changes in the market are many larger investors,
such as pension funds and universities, which are now heavily in cash positions.
The reasoning on Wall Street
Ii that all that money eventually has to go somewhere to appreciate and earn at a higher
rate than Ole annual rate of inflation.
A strong stock market is the
obvious place for that money to
go.
Some analysts say that there
won't be a turnaround until the
present economic uncertainties
over inflation, the dollar, and
the overheated economy are resolved.
Others, pointing to the recent
decline in the glamour stocks,
such as IBM, Eastman Kodak
and Avon, say the end of the
bear market may be at hand.
These analysts note that glam-

— PHONE 753-4652

ratneltivormissffotess—maan
- Immoilmommlemen"•"="01°•'`
wousiormar+Glogro-

(approximately the size of a
fingernail), eaten each week
over a period of about three
months, can cause lead
poisoning.
The Association suggests that
parents be alert to the symptoms of lead poisoning. Symptoms include: stoma
Irritability or easy tiring; 10.11
of appetite; constipation; and
freq.....it vomiting. If a child
one or more of these symptoms
for more than a short period or
time, immediate rn
examination is recommended.
Early detection is the key to
preventing permanent physical
damage. When lead poisoning,
is caught early, says NPCA, it
can be treated and cured.
Parents are cautioned by the
paint industry to take the
following steps to prevent
childhood, lead poisoning:
1. Sweep any peeling paint off
walls, woodwoork and ceiling
with a stiff brush or broom.
Then, be sure to throw all loose
pieces away.
2. Keep looking for new paint
chips, and peeling paint. Sweep
them away before children can
get them. Keeping the lower
parts of walls free of peeling
paint is most important. This is
where children can reach it
most easily.
3. Don't let children chew on
4
3
/
ieodwor
7fr—railings or
other places which- have been
painted even if the paint isn't
flaking.
4. Give children safe things to
chew-crust to bread, toys made
for chewing.
5. Tell sisters, brothers and
baby-sitters not to let children
eat paint chips or chew on
woodwork, stair railings or
other painted surfaces.
6. Don't let children chew on
painted objects on building
exteriors either. These can
contain high amounts of lead.
These areas include porch or
balcony railings, strips of paint
off walks, or paint on junk or
rubbish, which may be lying
outside a building before
•
disposal.
If a (OM lives in an older
house or'building and has been
seen chewing painted surfaces
or eating paint chips or plaster,
the - Assoc-hair* urges immediate medical examination,
even If no lead poisoning
symptoms have appeared.

our stocks are traditionally the
last to fall in a bear market
and their decline often marks
the beginning of the end of such
a market

normally
level
them. Careful adjustment of protein
self-feeders can cut down on recommended for gestating
sows is 15 percent.However,this
this wasted feed.
Reducing protein levels for can safely be cut to 12 percent
gestating sows will also help to when feed prices are high, says
hold down the feed bill. The Whiteker, He recommends
hand feeding a 12 percent ration
at the rate of three to five
pounds per head per day,
depending on the condition of
the sows.
When the 'Skylab crew reIf you are a good manager
lit/bed to earth, thy left the
and you have good legume or
-Wee station in a 'solar inerlegume-mix pasture, consider
tial attitude" with instrurunning sows on this pasture
ments pointed toward the sun.
during the first two-thirds of
This will keep Skylab in a
gestation, says UK specialist.
position for recording solar
The sows should be able to get
activity until the new crew arby on two to three pounds of
rives to take over operations.
corn per day with no sup- CNS
plemental protein. They should
be provided with a good mineral
mix, however.
Pasture can also take the
place of some of the protein for
growing and finishing pigs.
Unemployment rates are
Whiteker says pigs on pasture
about the same for boys as for
lower
girls among school dropouts, can be fed a two percent
than
level
protein
pigs
in
but the unemployment rates
have been consistently higher confinement.
It takes a sharp pencil to
for girl high school graduates
than for boys in recent years. figuro the protein level which
will result in the lowest feed
Black high school graduates
costs. Lowering protein levels
have an unemployment rate
usually increases grain conabout twice as great as that of
suption, so be sure to consider
white graduates, according to
the price of grain before cutting
the U.S. Department of Ladown on protein, advises
bor's Bureau of Labor Statistics. - CNS
Whiteker.

Skylab is ready
for next crew

With corn prices high, farinert who have barley or wheat
available may want to consider
feeding these grains in place of
part of the corn WI- the ,diet of
their animals. Barley --caw ite
used to replace up to 50 percent
of the corn in swine rations, and
wheat can take the place of 75
percnet of the corn.
At today's feed prices,
pelleting will more than pay for
itself in improved feed efficiency, notes Whiteker. If you

are close to an elevator which • .1
offers paneling, you should take advantage of this service,l
although you will need tos!,
consider transportation costs.
The latest research in- al
formation on the best protein: ;
levels for swine rations will be .11
presented at the Farmers i
Research Information Day on,
June 28. This event will take'
place on UK's ColdstreamSpindletop-Main
Chance
research farms near Lexington,...)
with new information on many d
different aspects of crop and,- 1
livestock production presented -3
in displays, demonstrations and ,1
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Job rates differ
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Namath Given Nod To
Skip Training Camp
441.

By FRANK BROWN
Associated Press Sports Writer
The sighting of the first robin
is the harbinger of spring.
The blooming of the cherry
blossom is the forerunner of
summer.
knd the absence of Joe Namath is a signal that the New
York .lets' training camp has
opened.
For the fourth time in the
last five years, .Jets Coach
weeb Ewbank has given the
quarterback permission to report late to training camp.
This year, Namath has some
television commitments to fulfill, necessitating the late start
for the 30-year-old quarterback.
Ewbank said he granted
Namath's request willingly,
considering the quarterback's
previous record in pre-season
drills.
"In those two-a-day practices. Joe works too hard." said

Fwbank "His arm gets sore
and his legs swell up, and when
they have to drain his knees,
it's a mess
So Ewbank will use the time
to give a thorough look to the
four other quarterbacks in the
Jets' camp. ‘1 Woodall, who
spent last season on the taxi
squad; Don Gault. Bill Demory
and Jim Foote.
In developments at other
NFL training sites, safeties
Dick 1.nderson and .lake Scott
ended their threatened holdout
from the Miami Dolphins, with
Mderson reporting to the
Miami camp and Scott. reportedly on his way Rookie defensive end Karl lurch left camp.
Enna! Allen, 52, a member of
the Dallas Cowboys coaching
staff since 1962, was reported in
fair condition at a California
hospital after apparently suffering a heart attack. Rookie wide
receivers Mike .kmos of Cal

BRANDON'S
BITS
ftl Mike By
Brandon
Now that the All-Stars have been picked for the Ken-Term
American Legion League,the next question is when will the game
be Played.
Originally, the game was set for tonight but due to schedule
conflicts, the game will be played either Friday or Saturday in
Paducah.
Three members of the Murray team were selected as All-Stars,
Keith Pyle, Mike Cathey and Dan Thompson.
Representing Paris are Tom DeSpain, Bill Leach and Gary
:y. Ftauchle were
Guthrie while Richie Harris, Bill Zipp and Jeri
selected from Union City.
The players from Benton who made the AU-Star team include
Steve Frizzell, Mike Shelton and Gary Mitchell.
All of these players will combine their talents in an effort to
whip last year's league champion. Paducah.
Thisseason,the Paducah Legion team is one of the top clubs in
th4S01111411 StatesLastusekend in a tournamentIn Illinois, Paducah knocked off
the top team in Illinois and last year's national champs, Baldwin,
Missouri.
The next regular date facing the Murray team will be Sunday at
Russellville for a 1 p.m doubleheader.
Next week is going to be a busy one for the local sports scene.
The Little League All-Star team will be in action Monday night
in the tournament at the Benton City Park.

Two Games Played In
Girl's League Action -

Yankees Use Strong
Arms To Nail Chisox

Monday night's action will see
The Girls Softball League
games on Wednesday night the Sluggers vs. Nats at 6 p.m.
hit pitching of of Minnesota's
By ALEX SACHARE
found
Parker-McKenney ado the Blue Hornets meeting Associated Press Sports Writer Bert Blyleven, 12-8.
Poly and Eric Cross of Stan- Athletics and the Blue Hornets Parker-McKermey at 7 p.m.
Catfish Hunter kept Oakland
Fritz Peterson and Sparky
ford, left camp voluntarily
picking up a victory.
combined to pitch a four- atop the Al. West and raised
Lyle
Wide receiver .Jim Lash, a
In the first game, Parkerhitter, but the best throw the his record to 14-3 with a fourthird round draft choice from McKermey downed the Sluggers
New York Yankees made hitter against Cleveland. Sal
Northwestern, signed a con- 254.
Wednesday was by catcher Flando homered for the A's,
tract with the Minnesota VileParker-Mc/Carney jumped to
sJack Brohamer and George
Thurman Munson.
ings.
a strong lead and was never
Y..rilts clinging to a Hendrick for the Indians.
the
With
Gary Hrivnak, a lineman threatened by the Sluggers.
Jim Northrup slammed a
2-1 lead, Chicago had runners
from Purdue, signed with the
Brandon belted a home run
with none pair of three-rum( homers and
second
and
first
on
Chicago Bears. Hrivnak, used for Parker-McKenney in the
out in the ninth. Lyle came on drove in eight rubs as the Tiat defensive end and tight enà fifth inning while Humphreys
to relieve Peterson, and pinch- gers walloped Texas. The runs
for the Boilermakers, will play also had a home run for the
hitter Tony Muser stepped to were the most scored by DeTwo
—
(AP)
AVIV
TEI,
defensive tackle for Chicago.
Sluggers.
troit since July '12, 1969 and
plate with orders to bunt.
the
American specialties headed toThe Philadelphia Eagles
RBI were the most for a
eight
Verna
and
was
Williams
the
slider
hard
a
fired
Lyle
placed running back Larry
day's events in the ninth Macheavy hitter for the night with
hesitating, Tiger player since Northrup hit
After
missed.
Muser
Amerithe
with
Farrell
Bill
Games
Crowe and linemen
cabian
five hits after five times at bat.
fired W shortstop Hal a pair of grand slam homers on
and Sid Bailey on waivers after
cans already holding a big lead Munson
Emily Humphreys, Traci
picking pinch-runner .June 8, 1968.
anier,
I
over Israel in the over-all medeach failed the physical.
Willie Horton added a threeNall, and Tammy Garland each
•
off second.
Keough
Joe
placed
Bills
The Buffalo
als race.
had three hits for the losers.
almost
was
slider
's
"Sparky
The United States moved
guard .Jim Reilly on waivers.
In the second game the Blue ahead of the Israelis after mak- a fastball," said Munson. "I
Rookie Scott Lewis of
to second
Grambling was missing from Hornets overcame the Nats ing a big splash in Wednesday's saw Lanier moving
was
Keough
hard.
threw
I
and
25-9.
a
Blue
of
with
The
score
swimming competition and
the Houston Oilers camp and
Hornets scored five runs with erasing Olympic star Mark just caught leaning."
was waived.
I.yle then struck out John Jeprevious Maccabiah
Offensive tackle Tim Stokes, their first six batters and were Spitz
who came in to bat for Muter,
never
behind.
records.
a third round choice from OreCarlos May
Puckett slammed two home
The U.S. had a total of 35 ser. and threw out
gon, signed a contract with the
to record his By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN
attempt
bunt
a
on
by
was
followed
and
runs
comdays
two
Rams.
after
Angeles
medals
Los
in Associated Press Sports Writer
Linebacker Mike Kutter quit teammates Outland, Johnson, petition, 16 gold. The Israelis 23rd save of the season, tops
the New England Patriots after and Redden who added a home followed with 24, including nine the majors.
ROBINSON, Ill. iAPI —
Ron Blomberg homered in
run
Wednesday's practice.
first place medals.
While the big shots are away,
Lanier
and
inning
second
the
were
Israeli security forces
the rabbits could play.
maintaining their strict surveil- doubled and Horace Clarke sinThat may be the theme of the
lance of the sporting events, de- gled him home in the fourth for
termined not to allow a tragedy the Yankees' runs. Chicago $125,000 Shrine-Robinson Golf
similar to the massacre of 11 scored off Peterson, 7-10, in the Open starting today.
Israeli sportsnen at last Sep- fifth when Bill Melton doubled
Rabbits are those players
tember's Munich Olympics by and Ken Henderson singled.
who have not won a PGA tourThe victory, combined with ney title in the last year and
Arab guerrillas.
3-0 loss at Minnesota, are not among the leading 60
Boston's
and
Barry
Wells
and
s.havi.s
an
suffered
the
Americans
in
Played
The
games
Two
Yankees to move money-winnrs—thus they must
the
enabled
Melton
and
Ricky
by
singles
boxing
unexpected setback in
Pony League last night found
competition Late Wednesday back into first place in the tight go through the rigors of qualithe Orioles whipping the Mets Brian Scott.
Mickey McKeel slammed a when Terry Schwartz lost to American League East pennant fying for every tournament on
11-4 while the PhiLs clubbed the
and two singles in pacing Dutch light welterweight Tony race.
triple
the PGA trail.
Astros 12-8 in the nightcap.
In other American League
Terry Vance went the the Phils to their win over the Waterman.
The Shrine-Robinson event is
beat
A's
Oakland
the
games,
middle-heavyAmerican
distance for the Orioles and Astros.
the bucking the British Open in
9-3,
Indians
Cleveland
the
double
a
added
Smith
gold
a
Tommy
took
Miller
weight Mark
fanned nine batters.
Detroit Tigers whipped the Scotland which has drained off
Ken Perkins smacked three for the winners vihile Kery medal and Israel's Adi Brunner
Texas Rangers 14-2, the Balti- top name performers. However,
singles to pace the %grinners Redden, Mickey McCuiston, won the heavyweight title.
more Orioles defeated the Cali- a field of 144 hopefuls are
Brian
and
Ronnie
Gibson
comtelevision
Paul
Israeli
while Tim Lane and
Angels 7-1 and the Mil- ready to go and they inlude Ryfornia
mentators ran into one unexRobertson each singled and Chapman all singled.
Brewers beat the Kan- der Cup members Homero
waukee
Gibson picked up the mound pected problem in covering a
doubled.
Blancas and Lou Graham and
Royals 8-1.
City
sas
batters.
four
fanned
and
win
baspreliminary
twice
singled
U.S.-Canadian
Kevin Shahan
an assortment of others fairly
meanwhile,
Sox,
Red
The
and
once
tripled
Andy
Ryan
ketball game. The United
while Vance helped his cause
high on the current cash colsingled twice to pace the losing States started two players who started the game in first
with a single.
three percentage umn.
by
place
Astros.
Canada
and
Mike
Cohen
Mets,
named
losing
For the
Some of them did all right
points, were stymied by the sixRaymond Sims picked up a
played with three.
Stephenson singled and doubled
while Eddie Rollins singled two pair of singles while Craig
Klein, Shea Sykes, Donnie
times.
Other hits for the Mets in- Winchester, Steve Dunn, Larry
Phnom an
cluded a -triple by Darr*/ alter aleil
<
Foster, doubles by Tornmi igt safety.

Americans
Leading At
Tel Aviv

run double and Dick McAuliffe
and Duke Sims had homers for
the Tigers.
Rookie batterymates sparked
Milwaukee to victory. Eddie
Rodriguez, 2-0, pitched a fivehitter while catcher Darrell
Porter hit a three-run homer
and drove in another run with a
bases-loaded walk.
In the National League, Houston beat the New York Mets 71, San Francisco topped the
Chicago Cuba 7-3, Philadelphia
Montreal
nipped tlanta.
edged Cincinnati 4-3, Pittsburgh
belted San Diego 10-2 and Los
Angeles turned back St. Louis
3-1

Shrine-Robinson To
Open Round Today

Ken Perkins Carries A
Big Stick For Orioles

Parker-McKenney Takes
air Of-Softball Wins

Wednesday in the pro-am which
set the par-wrecking tempo expected for the rolling 6,556-yard
Crawford County Country Club
course with a regulation 71,
Veteran Bobby Nichols, the
1964 National PGA champ, who
hasn't won a tourney since
1970, corraled the 85,000 jackpot

luzinsiu is On Homer
Barrage, 'Birds Lose

By BRUCE LOWITT
the league strikeout lead with
for his route-going victory.
130, fanned a dozen Cardinals
Associated Press Sports Writer
Right-hander Nelson Briles, and got all the backing he
For Henry Aaron, time is
tied
was
game
the
and
scoring
Three giunes were played
running out For Greg Luzinski, taking a cue from Renko, drove needed from Willie Davis, who
The All-Stars will be playing against neighboring Hardin
Wedriesisy in the Men's Soft- at the bottom of the third inning there's plenty of it left—but in a pair of runs and Willie
cracked a two-run homer for
I will attempt to give first hand coverage of the game,including
ball League night with the first 9-9.
he's playing as though he's try- Stargell hit a record-setting the Dodgers, who managed
photos
to
back
came
Bynum
Then
game between Moose and
homer for ftlrates in their rout
- Friohy night-, the-Pony League_All-Tournament team will be_th
-wore eight runs in the fourth.... ing to beat Hamrnerin' Hank to
-onlytwo...cither hits alLnight
Bynum.
ofThe
Padresi".-And,Ilike lierAtb,
run
J7
home
iCLVI
Ruth's
Babe
a tournament at Calvert City. If the Little League stars win
victory.
their
whichensured
Bob Gibson and reliever Diego
from
Bynum walked away
Aaron had a productive night Briles also did the job on the Segui.
Monday night, then they will be playing Friday, thus causing a
Sykes had four hits for Bynum
of
score
22-12.
a
with
Moose
mound,
seven
San
scattering
action.
in
at the plate in Philadelphia
conflict for fans who would want to see both teams
Moose started the game strong while Jones, Butterworth, Wednesday night with a pair of Diego hits. Stargell's homer
In the American League it
each
Cunningham
and
Hopkins,
the
with
10
of
first
nine
batters
was Oakland 9, Cleveland 3;
he
givBut
season,
and
the
double.
of
a
singles
25th
his
was
Remember last spring when I ran a sports survey of the Ledger
had two hits for the losers.
Minnesota 3, Boston 0; Balti& Times?
In the second game, Bynum didn't get what he's been going ing him a share of the major
the
namely
more 7, California 1; Detroit 14,
was
it
Sunday,
And
last
after
lead.
since
On the returns, we had a lower rating in our coverage of
league
slid past Parker-McKenney 15his 24th homer of the season 302nd of his career with the Pi- Texas 2; Milwaukee 8, Kansas
national sports than in any other sports area.
10.
Since that time, we have tried to balance the pages with a
and 697th of his career which
the club City 1, and the New York YanBynum had a two run lead in would have moved him within rates. That broke
National League
mixture of local and national sports.
Kiner.
Ralph
by
kees,2,,the Chicago White Sox
held
record
East
the second inning and never was 17 of the Babe's once "unbeaIf anyone would like further information concerning this
Sutton, 11-5, taking over 1.
Don
W. L. Pc?. G.B.
the
for
remainder of the table" record of 714.
behind
matter, or anything else, give me a callor drop by the office.
10 38 568 —
Chicago
44 41 .518 4/
2 0101e.
1
St Louis
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New York
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never threatened by their op- run shot in the seventh inning
LADIES & MEN WHITE STAG
7) at
Pittsburgh (Walker
ponents. The Cute had 10 hits to catapult the Phillies to a 6-5
San Diego (Kirby 59), N
St Louis (Folkers 2-0) at Los but were held by the Parker- victory over the Braves.
Angeles (Messersmith 76), N
McKenney defense to only 6
In other National League
Only games scheduled
runs.
games, Montreal nosed out CinFriday's Games
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The --Bought 411-Start- cinnati 4-3. San Francisco
Montreal at Atlanta, 2
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American League
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Roberts ell the rens he needed

Standings

Tom Tatnall, the home pro,
and Hinson. a prime favorite
seeking his first tournament
triumph since 1969, thinks a
dozen strokes under par may
capture the first prize of $25,000
at the 72-hole finish Sunday.
It may take another sudden
death playoff, as it has the last
four years in a row—a PGA
record for playoffs in one tournament.
Grier Jones won it last year
in a playoff with Dave Marad
after they tied at 273-11 under
par. Jones failed to turn in a
card in the pro-am preview
Wednesday
The competitive course
record is 62 by Goalby when he
won the tournament in 1969.

— C
CLEVELAND
Charles Jowaiszas, executive
vice president of Madison
Square Garden Corp. in New
York, has been named president of Ohio Sports Center Inc.
Nick Mileti, chairman of the
board and owner of the firm
that is building an $18 million
coliseum in suburban Cleveland, made the announcement
Wednesday. The arena Is
scheduled to open in September
1974.
It—arbe the home of the
Cleveland Crusaders of the
World Hockey Association and
the Cleveland Cavaliers of the
National Basketball Association, both owned by groups
headed by Mlleti.
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Weiskopf Moves Into
Lead At British Open

Invitational At
The Oaks Club
This Weekend

MOON. Scotland I AP ) -Tom Weiskopf was in front today at the start of the second
round of the $125,000 British
Open Golf championship after
beating back a tough wind on
Troon's seaside links that left
many contenders struggling to
catch up.
British bookmakers quickly
reshuffled the betting odds
after Weiskopf scored a fourunder-par 68 over the 7.064-yard
layout alongside Scotland's
west coast.
.lack Nicklaus, who shared
second place with fellow American Bert Yancey on 69, still
was the favorite, with his odds
trimmed from 7-2 to 9-4.
Backers could have had 10-1
on Weiskopf before the tournament; now the best the bookies
would offer was 4-1.
Weiskopf, Nicklaus and Yancey. together with U.S. Open
winner Johnny Miller, were
about the only players to find a
real answer to the gusty winds
which varied in strength but
never let anyone forget its
presence.
"It's a funny course for me,"
said Weiskopf. "I can't really
figure out where to go."
There were plenty of less polite comments on the conditions
which forced many scores into
the 80s.
Even the leaders were unanimous that the wind would probably decide the winner of this
102nd British Championship.
Weather forecasters said the
TALKING ABOUT THE ACE-Gene Sarazen, 71 years old, was
prevailing westerly winds smiling yesterday as he picked up a hole-in-one at the British
which whipped the course may Open. With Sarazen is Lee Trevino who is struggling today to
shift to the south a little during make the cut.
today's play.
That should please defending
champion Lee Trevino, who Torn Weiskopf 33-35-68
was numb after a disappointing .Iack Nicklaus 33-36-69
Bert Yancey 30-39--69
75
He said he needed a change Coles, England 34-37-71
of wind direction to get into Butler, England 34-37-71
Lanny Wadlcins 35-36-71
contention.
Trevino, who opened as the Wilcock, England 33-38-71
second favorite in the betting, Russell, England 36-36-72
TROON,SCOTLAND(API
dropped to 20-1 as the field of Baker, South Africa 34-3&-72
most
Gene Sarazen. the
Rodriguez
36-36-72
153 set out to avoid the 80th Chi Chi
sprightly 71-year-old star in
place cut which takes place Vincenzo. Argentina 33-39-72
golf, skied the ball into the cup
Devlin. Australia 37-35-72
after the second round.
Wednesday for an amazing
Arnold
Patine-0541-72.
Leading scorers and in
hole-ln-one during the--Eir*
Dunk, England 35-37-72
Wednesday's first round.
round of the British Open
Championship.
'"I'he moment I punched that
five iron to the green I knew
the ball was going into the
cup," said the stocky veteran
who plays in the old golfing
gear that the British call "plusfours" and the Americans call
The Annual Match Play and 1. Ken Adams beat Wally "knickers."
Tournament at the Oaks Ford and then in a second round
Sarazen, who first came to
Country Club is now in its match Adams was beaten by Troon exactly 50 years ago,
Purdom Lovett 4 and 2.
second week.
was applauded off the course
-Second- FM-action -saw by Me Stolt1911
Donnie
down
been
Willoughby
have
Doug
Four matches
the British Open in 1932, and as
played in the Championship Danner 3 and 2; Clayton a former champion, he doesn't
Flight where most of the par- Hargrove beat Bob Sanderson; have to qualify for the tournaticipants drew first round byes. Tommy Hamlin beat Bob ment.
Rudell Parks defeated Lamastus; Dave Thompson
Only a few hours before enMickey 13ogess on the first hole downed Stan Hargrove; Mike tering, he told friends: "This
Mark will have to be my last big
defeated
of a sudden death playoff. Jim Morgan
White downed Don Cothran 3 Blankenship-, and Stan Key beat tournament. If I break 85 in the
and 2 and Roy Cothran beat Bob Billy Morton. In a second round first round I'll be lucky.
Brown. Rudell Parks won his match, Clayton Hargrove beat There's no way I could make
second match by defeating John Tommy Hamlin.
the cut."
In the Third Flight; Terry
White 2 and 0.
Sarazen, a golfing legend,
In the First Flight Jerry Turner defeated Paul .Teirrf and a darling of the Scottish
beat
Billy
liarris
Hopkins beat James Ward 3 and Lee; Marvin
fans, wound up with a seven2. Max Walker downed Jimmy Brandon; Greg Howard downed over-par 79.
Lamb 1 ,and 0. Bili Seale 0.11. Hutson; Ken Humptreys"I'm glad my hole-in-one Ira.
defeated Mitchell Story 4 and 3. beat Billy Bogard; and in filmed-nobody would have beThomas Jones beat Jerry Upton second round matches Clyde lieved that I'd have done it othRoberts defeated Terry Turner
on the first hole of a sudden
erwise," Sarazen said.
teeth" playoff and Purdom and Marvin Harris beat Bill
It was his seventh ace-and
Lovett eliminated Ted Lawson 2 Roberts.
the first in 40 years.

Sarazen lias
An Ace At
The Open

Match Play Tournament At
Oaks Club In Second Week

Entries Being Accepted
For Murray Invitational
Entries for the annual
M.U.tray._ invitational Golf
Tournament,scheduleilTay
and n,at the Murray-Calloway
County Club here, are being
accepted, tournament chairman e Don Robinson has announced.
The 14th annual tournament,
set for the 6,300-yard, 18-hole
course, will offer silver awards
and golf merchandise certificates to top winners in all
flights. All flights, except one,
will be pre-flighted by minimax
handicap. The other will be
arranged for golfers without
minimal cards.
One of the largest fields in the
history of the event is expected
by tournament officials. The
field will include only the first
190 paid entrants, Robinson
emphasized.
The 120 entry fee entitles
golfers topractice rounds both
Thursday and Friday before
the tournament,free lunch both
days of the event, admission to

Aaron At A
Glance

More than 150 entries have
been received by tournament
chairman Bobby Eike for the
Oaks Invitational this weekend.
More than $2,000 in prizes will
be awarded to eight winners in
each of six flights.
The entry fee is $20.130 and
includes a practice round, lunch
Saturday and . Sunday, and a
dance at the Murray State
Ballroom
Student
Union
Saturday night. Members of the
Oaks Club who are not participating in the golf tournament may attend the dance
for $5.00 per couple.
There will also be a junior
division in this year's tournament and the entry fee is
$10.00.
Entries must be in by
Thursday evening so, the lineups can be published in Friday's
paper. Entries should be called
in to the Oaks Pro Shop or to
Tournament Chairman Eike.
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Top Cross Country And Track
Recruits Signed By Murray
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Some excellent recruiting on
the part of Murray State coach
Bill Cornell may produce this
fall the stongest cross country
team in the history of the
university.
In the past two cross country
seasens, East Tennessee and
Western
Kentucky
have
dominated the Ohio Valley
Conference, with the former
being one of the top teams in the
United States.
Murray State has been close
to the top in the conference but
not in a strong enough position
to challenge the Irish Brigade
from East Tennessee.
But next season, due to the
fine recruits coming to Murray,
the Racers could give East

Four Games Played In
Women's League Tuesday
In Women Softball action on
Tuesday night, Acers picked up
an easy victory over the Orphans 19-6.
The Acers had a strong lezisl
from the first of the game with
13 runs after the first three
innings.
Carrying the big stick for the
Acers was Glenda Rudolph with
three safe hits. The Orphans
had a total of 10 safe hits.
In the second game, Dexter
took a victory from Hutson
Chemical 14-3.
Hutson gained the lead in the
first two innings, 3-2, but were
held by the Dexter defense for
the remainder of the game.
Heavy hitter for Dexter was
Ella Boren with four safe hits.
Hutson Chemical hit a total of 10
hits.
Tuesday night action in
Division II
found Banditos
defeating Burger Chef 11-4.
Banditos scored six runs in
the third inning to clinch the
win. Burger Chef scored all four
rums-is:the fifth inning.
Howard, Calhoun, and
Overby each had two hits for
Banditos while Runyon was
three for three for the losers.
In the second game, Acers II
added another victory to their
record by defeating Bank of
Murray 10-8.
Bank of Murray held the lead
3-0 after two innings. Acers II
jumped to the lead with a one
run advantage after the sixth.
Miller slammed a
triMe in the sealfith for

Acers to drive in two runs which
won the ball game. Tammy
Bonne had three hits for the
Acers II and Lyles and Nance
each had two hits for Bank of
Murray.

Tennessee a tough time for the three Mile record three years
ago at Murray State, will return
conference title.
Two of Curnell's recruits for his senior year of eligibility,
come from Golden Valley following his two years in the
Lutheran Junior College in Army.
Top track recurits who
Minnesota.
earned scholarships to Murray
Gordie Ben:field is the top
Jim
cross country recruit from include Dennis Nauman,
Ftoztion, Earl Strickert and
Minnesota.
Donatus
Van
ZinncqBenfield, a native of MinBergmann.
neapolis, finished second in the
Nauman, a native of Cilesia,
National Junior College Cross
Maryland,
has had times of 21.9
Country Championships last
and 49.2 in the 220 and 440 yard
year.
"He is in the same position dashes.
Rozhov, from Villa Park,
that Sam Torres was when he Illinois, and a graduate of
came here last year from junior Addison-Trail High School,
college,"Cornell said.
finished seventh in the high
"Torres rewrote the record school state meet in the high
book and we are hoping that jump.
Benfield can do the same
Rozhov has cleared 6-7. He
will take the place of John and
Brad Finseth, a teammate of Mark Hiestand who will not be
Benfield's, is a native of New
returning, since their family
Richland, Minnesota.
has moved to the west coast.
Finseth finished 18th in the
Strickert is from Bensonville,
National Championships.'
Illinois, and a graduate of AdA top miler from St. Clair,
dison-Trail High School.
Missouri, is another of the top
He has a 9.7 to his credit In the
prizes that Cornell has in the 100 and as a high school junior,
fold.
he ran a 21.5 220 yard dahs.
Ron Stetina, the second best
Van Zinncq-Bergmann, also
miler in Missouri, has a 4:16.8 to from Villa Park and a teamhis creidt and should be a top mate of Strickert and Rozhon, is
performer for Murray State,
expected to be the new inDarrell Remote of Owen- termediate hurdler for
Murray
sboro, who held the- mile and State.

•

4.yre•"
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Billie Jean
Will Meet
Bobby Riggs

)100iii-00e Of the', St,toughest off-road
ip the world, across
,terrairi that's practically
'ilesigned to break machines.
Hustler Pickup,
The Datsun
and some of the toughest
competition we've ever had, set
4,;.. out across the Mexican desert
in a test of performance and
dstrnability under stress.
..::Once again, Datsun proved its
,tat the hard way. When the
St,smoke and rocks settled,
,the rugged Datsun Lel Hustler
Pickup had beaten all the
competition in its class and the
forces of nature to claim its
rightful title at the finish line:
Toughest• (tali.
f

a

NEW YORK (API - Billie
Jean King, the bouncy -old
lady of tennis," held down the
net so Bobby Riggs, the little
bustler, could jump it with
ease.
"I don't need that," said
Riggs. feigning indignity.
He tippy-toed over, nevertheless. *but if he has his way
it'll be the last time he'll concede anything to the reigning
Wimbledon queen.
With $100,000 on the line, he's
out to prove that a 55-year-old
has-been who pops vitamin pills
like pfsinifts, can beat the
world's bftt woman-26 years
his junior.
The Mitch Riggs has been
/bout fee months
came a reality Wednesday
when Jerry Perenchio. the promoter who thrives on spectaculars, agreed to put up the cash
for the biggest single payoff in
the history of tennis.

1973 Home runs
the Saturday evening "Golf Most recent Home Run Kay-,11"
participation
Ball" dance, plus
1973 Games Remaining
70
hr the two-day, 36-hole tour- Babe Ruth's Record --144
nament.
Aaron's Career Home Rune*
Entries should be sent to Don Aaron's Magic Number
18
Robinson (P.O. Box 568,
Aaron got two singles and a
Murray, Ky. 42071) along with double in five times at bat
the $20 entry fee not later than Wednesday night as Atlanta
Wednesday, July 18. Preferred lost to Philadelphia 6-5.
starting times will be granted
on a "first come, first served,"
basis as late as possible, he
said.
Compiled Ky Johann Harrison
1. Lindsey Hudspeth (Indians)
Players wishing to play with
2. Keith Tabers Dchlgers
specific individuals are ask to
3. Tim Lane)Orioles)
list the names on their entry
4. Brian Chapman( Phils)
forms.
5. Kenny Adams I Dodgers)
Billy Mitchell, Jr., Princeton
5. Shea Sykes(Astros)
and a recent graduate of Polk
7.3oel Smith (Dodgers)
Junior College, Winter Haven,
8. Jay Hill(Indians)
Fla., is the defending champion.
9. Kevin Shahan ( Orioles )
and is expected to be on hand to
10. Jerry .Jones(Indians I
defend his championship, which
10. Tegy Workman Dodgers)
he won in . a two-hole, sudden12. Jeff Oakley(Orioles)
death playoff with Vcrnon
p.Donnie Winchester(Asttos1
Marcouttier, at the time a
14: Ken Perkins t Orioles
graduating member of the
14.pinny Richirdson (Orioles)
Murray State University pi
deept eel Melt* last eight's. games
Learn,.
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He has a 14.4 in the 120 high
hurdles and a 19.8 in the low
hurdles.
Other recruits include Don
Wilcox, Steve Durbin, Don
Mabbit and Clint Stromier.
Wilcox, from Port Jefferson,
New York, is a two miler who
has run a 9:35 for his prep best
effort.
Durbin, from Paducah St.
Mary, was one of the top runners in Kentucky and has
turned in a 9:42 two mile time.
Mabbit, from Matawan, New
Jersey, is a 9:32 two miler and a
friend of former Murray State
cross crountry star Dennis
Shirt.
Stromier, a graduate of
Paducah Tilghman, is a 9:35 :
two miler.
"We expect to have several
other young men who run 9135
or 9:40 to attend Murray
State," Cornell said.
"We are exppecting to be
rather weak in the long jump,
the triple jump and the hurdles," Cornell added, "but we
are still looking for men who
can compete in those events."
Fred Sowerby, Ashman
Samuels, Granville Buckley
and Tom Williams are the only
graduates from the track
squad.
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(t Sea gull saga stirs a
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
. Reporters. can write earthshattering stories exposing
corruption in high places and
they. will draw only a few
scattered yawns from readers.
But let someone attack a
-. . sacred cow, and the roar of
:. protest will shake the sky and
L. send mothers bundling their
chikhren indoors for protection.
Take,for example,a rather
f biting review of the book
f "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" which I wrote recently.
"Seagull," for those who
have not yet been subjected to
its idiotic maundermgs, sentimental slop and pseudo-sophisticated gibbering, is the
story of a sea gull who is DIFFERENT than any other sea
; gull in the world.
He is sort of the sea gulls'
t• Jesus Christ, who ascends to
t sea gull nirvana after learn!
• ing how to be a really good
' flier 1 he can do half-rolls and
loop-the-loops and half nel-
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suns andielly rolls better than
any other sea gull even.
Then, after an unstated period cif time, Jonathan comes.
back to teach baby sea gulls
how to do what he has done.
This thinly varnished bit of
biblical plagiarism has
wetted many an eye in the
United States, been immortalized on the cover of Time
and been eagerly grabbed up
by the younger generation,
who mistake its triteness for
wisdom.
And how the letters have
poured in since the publication of that review!

'
Dear Mr. Webb:
Your article was shown to
me last week,and I must say I
pity you for your lack of understanding of a simply beautiful story.
I don't find it to be "a tale of
idiocy and bombast" — to the
contrary, I find it quite enlightening. Perhaps the reason it sells so well to "teenyboppers.'is just because they
as I am sure you did when
you were young) want to

change their world and make
it better. Jonathan shows this
might not be just a dream — if
a sea gull eould do it, couldn't
htunan?
Jonathan supposedly died,
but found that life went on —
he was just on another level
than he was before. He
learned that all the knowledge
he gained while on earth
even if it was "half-rolls and
loop-the-loops," etc. ... he
was learning all the time!)
helped him when he reached
the next world. I don't think
that we're supposed to take

Dear Mrs. Candy A.:
Where we differ, I suppose,
is in your assumption that
there is something in the human animal to be improved,
and that such improvement

pile of (deleted).
Obviously you missed the
point of the book, "Jonathan
Livingston Seagull," but what
should I expect? And also Iresent what you said about ...
'teettligers like to feel different ... one of the reasons 'Seagull' sells so well to teenyboppers." That is a bunch Of (deleted). Again, what should I
expect from YOU?
I would like to know what
you think is so bad about
"Jonathan Livingston Seagull." I would appreciate it if
you wrote back and told me,
SPECIFICALLY.
flank yet,
Norman M.

will come in The hereafter.
Even if I were to admit that to
be true, I don't much relish
the thought of a heaven where
nurs 11106t distinctive characteristic — idiocy — is carried to perfection.
Dear Mr, Webb:
Raving read your article, I
think your first paragraph
should be changed to read:
-There are some articles so
horrible that it gives you indigestion to read them." I can
attest to the fact your article
gives people INDIGESTION,
excuse me while I BARF.
In case you haven't caught
on yet, I think your article is a
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•
•
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Dear Norman:
Thank you for your kind letter. Specifically, "Seagull" is
a very trite book.
Incidentally, I corrected all
the more obvious spelling and
grarrunatical errors in your
letter. You might thank me.
'The next letter requires a
small preface.
Part of the much-maligned
review referred to in the
above letter discussed an excellent satire on "Seagull"
entitled "Ludwig Von Wolfgang Vulture" by Dolph
Sharp, the story of a vulture
who cap do everything Seagull can but better, and who

ends up in vulture nirvana,
etc
Dear Mr. Webb:
Thank you for coming out so
strongly with that expose of
that inane book "J. L. Seagull," It's got to be the greatest tritiel perpetrated on the
reading. public since the invention of the printing press.
I personally think Vulture
would take Seagull in a best
two out of three falls match.
Up L.V. W. Vulture! Down
with J. L Seagull!
Sincerely,
Edwin S,--...--Dear Edwin:
My sentiments exactly.
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FRANKFORT, K EN • AssernblY with revisions for
Tuc-xy_ Reautia of a study on- 'financing
education, says
financing education in Ken- Hagler.
tucky
will and
be citizens
Presentedpartn
educators
ticipating in the study in fifteen
regional meeting in July.
Graduate level short corses in
Members of the state elementary education at
Department of Education will Murray State University this
be in educational Region 1 at summer have proved to be in
Mayfield
Middle
School such demand that prosepctive
Auditorium, Mayfield, Monday, students for two selections of a
July 16 at 7:30 p.m. Region I course to begin July 18 are
includes the counties of Ballard, being urged to register as soon
McCracken, Marshall, Carlisle, as possible.
Hickman, Graves, Fulton and
"Enrollment in almost all the
Calloway.
short courses offered this
Local school superintendents, summer has been so good we
board of education members, have had to close the classes at
members of local study com- registration or hiring the first
mittess, news media and o- week," she continued.
Classes during short courses
thers will learn the findings of
(- the study and its effects on offer the same credit and meet
N.., financing education in the state. the same requirements as
't
classes during a normal term
For further dissemination of by meeting longer hous over a
the report, the state Depart- shorter period of time.
Three courses met June 11-27
-1..4141t of Education will also
' Meet locally with civic and and three more begin meeting
• br
professional organizations in July 2 and will continue through
the state, upon request, says July 18. Enrollment in the six
•
Tom Hagler, state Department
totals 196 students.
of Education, coordinator
Another course to begin
the study.
meeting July 18, Elementary
Education 601, Social Studies in
The three-year study, with Elementary School, has already
input from research con- been closed.
sultants, educators and some
Miss Smith noted that by
5,000 Kentucky citizens, was offering summer short courses
recently submitted to the they university is able to bring
National Education Finance professors
from
major
--‘
-"Prorecf-(REFF) trillorlb, as uliRersfflei
-2itfier 'weftpart of a nation-wide study of known school people to the
school finance. The NEFP has campus to replace faculty on
provided funds and expert/se to leave and to meet the demand
Kentucky and five other states for classes.
selected to participate in the
Among those involved in
study.
elementary education short
courses this summer are: Dr.
With the Project's final
Pauline Hilliard, University of
report, the'state Department of
Florida ; Dr. 2-James B.
Education
will
prepare Walden, Indlamr-University;
legislation for the 1974 General
Dr. Franklin Morley, LaDue
19 of St. Louts County, Mo;
ATHLETE'S FOOT
Dr. Louis Wayne Brown,
HOW TO TREAT IT—
Apply quick-drying T-4-L. Feel it Lansing, Mich., city schools;
t•kr hold to check itch. burning in
MINUTES. In 3 to 5 dam. infected Mrs. Martha Redden, Louisville
•kin sloughs off. W•tch HEALTHY city schools; and kindergarten
skin replace it! If not delighted lhi
ONE HOUR. your Mec back at any teachers Mrs. Sara Hunting
drug counter
NOW .t Holland
and Mrs. Nancy Burton, both of
Drug Co.
Murray.

Graduate Courses
In Demand At MSU

this literally. We're not supposed to go out and learn to
fly, but we should make the
most of everything available
to us that will improve us as
humans, because this will
help us in the hereafter, whatever our concept of that is.
I hope you will reread
• Jona than" — maybe you'll
see it in a different light.
Sincerely,
Mrs.1 Candy A.

Pringles
POTATO
CHIPS

BOYS

Knit
SHIRTS
Sizes 8-18

At Uncle Jeff's

* USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY -AWAY *
LADIES

Bayer

BAYER

JEANS

hpirin

MENS
DOUBLE KNIT

SLACKS

Fast Pain Relief!

Gillette Super Stainless Steel

DOUBLE EDGE BLADES
Pack of 10
-ALBERTO BALSAM

24 HOUR

SPECIAL
GROUP
LADIES

HAIR
SPRAY

Personal
Deodorant

BLOUSES

Choice of Regular
Of Extra Hold
Reg. '2.35

Values
to
7.00

"by Style"
Extra strength formula for
24 hr. protection.
Reg.
14-oz. can

66;

Dress
Shoes
me Red v Blue v Black

$

'1.49

ADULT SIZE

LADIES

Spray Can

4111111Wir

LIFE
JACKETS
Model AK1

_
CYPRESS GARDEN SKIS
— BIG SELECTION

This Weekend

Only!

1OT REDUCTION SALE

TABLE
v Full Regulation Size
v Folds Upright for Easy Storage
v On Roll-Away Wheels

10%off
FOLDING

LOWRANCE

CAMP STOOLS

FISH
LO-K-TOR

Made of Heavy
Duty Canvas
Reg. '1.17

Model LFP 300

FOLDING

WOODEN
COTS
With Reati—Outy

129.97
CAST IRON

For the younger
weight trainer.
BASKETBALL
BACKBOARD,

OUTDOOR
COOKER

Goal &
Net Set

Has wheels,
extra tray,

3

temperature guage,
Lasts irl.ifetime!$

Cornplete Selection
of
• Bar Bells
• Dumbells
v• Weights
and Weight
Lifting
Accessories
—110 Lb. -

BAR BELL SET
Rog. '16.97

Reg. '43.97
Model N0:030110

_
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SSIC Changes Named To United
States Industrial Council

out so
expose of..
J. L. Seathe greaton the
the inpress.
k Vulture
in a best
Us match.
e! Down
Sincerely,
Edwin S.
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MAX HUGHES of Mayfield Route Seven, near Coldwater, non
the tractor 12,000 clips pull at the Tractor Pull held at the Purchase District Fair,klayfield, Monday night. He pulled the entire
length of the course *hich was 250 feet. He used his 1206 Diesel to
win the contest and also placed s,econd in the 9,000 posted pull with
2411". He has been pulling in contests for eight years. Others
named were Dickle Sullivan, second, David Sisson, third, Danny
Flood, fourth, and Bobble Bennett, fifth.
Messenger photo

UM=
Her real name was
Dorothy Fledermaus.
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Nashville, Tenn.,—The provides expert witnesses for
REA!,ESTATE FOR SALE
Southern States Industrial testimony before committees
Council, founded in Nashville of the U.S. Sentate and House of
W I I.1.1 A MSBURG, . Mich.
forty years ago, has become a Representatives. It has been
IAPI
— On April It iiatural
sponsoring
national organization and is equally vigorous iti
accordingly changing its name legislation to strengthen the gas started seeping to the surface in this northwestern Michto "United States Industrial free enterprise system.
igan village and authorities orexecutive
Council."
Harrigan,
Anthony
Allen Nixon, of Jonesboro, vice president of the Council, dered all 85 families living in
Ark., Council president,said the writes a widely-read newspaper the area evacuated.
conservative principles of the column on economics and. Now....1114arly thre_s_nsonths
organization have been finding national affirs for 300 dailies_ dieiflii gas blowholes apincreasing endorsement from The USIC publishes special_ 'peared,"funies still are escapcoast to coast. "Our mem- reports and bulletins utlixed by ing .fritilit some and oily six of
bership now includes business businessmen, members of Williamsburg's homes are
leaders, industrialists, and Congress and educators. The ready for permanent reoccupancy.
professional men from all but Council produces radio broad
And Grand Traverse County
three states in the nation. The casts from the business
companies the USIC represents viewpoint heard over stations in Sheriff Richard Weiler says the
town may never return to noremploy over 3 million people all 35 states.
over the country. We believe
Orginally confined 'cheifly to mal.
Weiler said on Monday that
that the changed name —
the southern states, the USIC
'United States Industrial
was formed to combat what it nine dwellings remain vacant
Council' more accurately regarded
socialistic because concentrations of gas
as
reflects the geographical make- legislation in the early years of make it too dangerous to work
KEITH E. MOFFITT
up of the Council," Nixon said.
the New Deal. Since then, it has near them. Another five homes
There has been no change in assumed growing prominence are free of gas but have major
the principles and objectives of in opposing governmental water or sewer problems, he
the council which is con- extravagance, welfarism, and said.
Fifty-five dwellings are
servative but non-partisan. "It hurtful economic controls.
cleared for occupancy on condiis gratifying to learn how many
LAUNCH TALLY
tion that further work be done,
people in all parts °nese country
The National Aeronauties
such
as degassing their water
share our belief in the free
and Space Administration
supplies.
enterprise system, economy in
Oalked up a perfect launch
753-3597
Clean-up work has left its ,
government, a sound fiscal
record in 1972 with 18 straight
traces almost everywhere.
304 Main Street
policy and steadfast adherence
flawless launches. including
Weiler said every building in
to the U. S. Constitution," Nixon
the successful culmination of
town now has one to four vensaid.
the Apollo program; Mariner
ting pipes outside to carry gas
9's complete mapping of
Steadily gaining. in strength
eight to 10 feet into the air.
Mars, and the first probe of
and influence, the Council has
Water still must be trucked
the far reaches of the solar
been increasingly active in
in daily, and state Department
system and beyond by PioI would like to take this method
Opposing liberal anti-business
neer 10. — CNS
of Natural Resources crews pa- to express my appreciation to
legislation. It frequently
trol constantly to check for new everyone for their kindness
buildups of gas.
during my recent illness. To Dr.
Thus, she was
Williamsburg's main road, Lowry, the staff and third floor
Michigan 72, still is closed be- nurses at the Murray-Calloway
frequently referred to
cause of gas blowholes thal County Hospital, a special
as "Dee Fledermaus."
opened on the roadway.
"thank you."
The sheriff said he believes
My surgery was successful and
that all residents will be able to no further treatment is necessary
return to their homes by Sept. for which I'm grateful. Early
1, .if it's possible at all."
detection is so important. I ens-But he warned Abat William- courage all-Stamen to examine,,
sburg "could be right back themselves frequently and
where we were" when cold consult the doctor at the first
weather comes unless some- evidence of anything abnormal.
thing can be done to make cer- A false alarm would be better
WE LL
ONE
tain frost does not seal off than waiting too long.
rots suRE••
existing gas leaks, forcing the
Mrs Starkit Laurene Hall
He's PAT Ekir
gas to find a vent elsewhere.
1TC
Experts are working on that
problem, he said.

Tree bark is used
it variety of ways

i
1i
%
%

Tree bark, 20 million tons of
it is produced in ,the United
Statesrvery year, and if you
think it's only used for canoe
shells, y9ere in for a big surprise.
.4,....__,Al2Proximately 10 million
Antis of bark are used annually
for fuel; five million tons goes
for mulch and other commercial purposes; and nearly five
million tons are _treated as
waste — CNS
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Fannin
— protest
of waste
---- About 40 Danish fishing vessels blocked the exit of the
Grinedal from the port of
Esbjerg, West Jutland, when
she tried to sail recently with
350 tons of waste.
The Grinedal, a small tanker, had been contracted to
'clump chemical waste into the
North Ws. —CMS
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F int SALE

Personal Assistance
In
Real Estate
LET AN EXPERT
Help You
With Your Real Estate Needs
Whether
Buying or Selling

CALL
OFFICE • 753-3597
HOME - 753-5068
of Difference
in Realtor Service
Multiple Listing Service
RE ALTOS?

MUST SF1 1 Owner leaving town. Nice three bedroom
brick with 1,_! bath. Beautifully carpeted, Central heat
and air, in one of Murray's finest subdivisions. Priced for
quick sale.
JNIMEDLATE POSgESSION—Nice three bedroom house
on a double lot. Lessimiirilitelt—Bury today, move
tomorrow.
OAT INFIATKlk—lineve it this two or three bedroom
home with Five acres of good pasture already fenced and
Raise calves and a garden with the enhying.

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY
1111 SYCAMORE
John or Joretta Randolph 753-6282
Keith Hays 489-24811

COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
dry after rains. 13500.00, Phone
August6C
Sam Harris 753-8061

Huecker Announces Summer Jobs Grant For—
State Youths
FRANKFORT, KY.—
Economic Security Commissioner Gail S. Huecker has
announced that she has been
advised by the U.S. Department
of Labor's Manpower Administration that an additional
$300,000 is being made available
to Kentucky to provide summer
jobs for disadvantaged youth.

of these job slots should
apply at the nearest employment service office of the
With this new allocation, the Kentucky Department of
total amount provided Ken- Economic Security.
tucky under the program will be
These summer Jobs dill only
approximately $1,700,000.
operate from July 15, to August
'tltereatad in obtaiang 11.
Employment Act ps
Congress in 1971.

by

This Is the third time in the
last two months that federal
funds have become available
for the employment of needy
youth with city and county
governments and local city or
county school systems.
These funds will provide 791
additional summer jobs for
youth in 42 counties in the state.
The funds are part of a grant
provided under the Emerg
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$10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per
month will buy a large wooded lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake access—
central water—all weather
streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C

2 Hawaiian
MORMON OMORMU
wreath
OW MOM ROOM
1 High mountain
3 Act of sharing
NOR asmn
u
4 Snips off__
with Wharfs
!IMP EUVMH JE
9 Headgear
4 Clothed
OREM LPOO
OMPA
12 Meadqe,
• -5-Free.etUPPU HOOM
13 Boundary
8 Egg din
MSMWMM
'MONO
14 Be in debt
7 Hemel Be !IMMO P000
15 Evergreen tree
8 Cook slowly
16 Curl s name
ROB MPROM REW
9 Deliberation
Recent
10 Beverence
OROS" MleraMR
, 18.Spread tor dry- 11 Church bend"
MOOS@ MOUNAO
19 Latin conarricHAMM NOMIP1
20 Akerican eslion
[nom+
21 Small
Landed
30 Limb
42 Ont911Sa10..
24 Footiike part
22 Corgunction
32 Lairs
greatest kegs
25 Location
23 Rent
33 Trans/at
' 43 Actual being
28 Dry as wine
2-1'ciatikin •
34"-Maiii14 in music nIgh
29 Flying mammal 26 Cut for niternickname
45 Confederate
„30 Tree Of been
tic., into mar35 Stop
general
flanuty
tile
- 31 rortuarnpia
"
Tirrelped
4 Soak,
27 Teutonic deity
tgbidri
33 Smooth the...
29 Mans
39 Fruit
49 Beam
feathert.
nickname
40 Sun god
50 CJevoured
34 Tremulous
36 Obscure
38 Rah eggs
. 38 Thin
39 Army officer
febbr I
40 Tolled
41 Former %Awe',
niters
13 Dine
44 Mohammedan
name
46 Filaments
48 Mans name
51 Sign of zodiac
52 Pan of church
(pi
53 Grain
'.5-4 Number
55 Girls name
56 Brood.qj pheasank
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'I 11E LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

nirvana,

LIL ABNER
-AND 200 ROBBERIES
IN SKUNK HOLLOW!!
HOW IN THE -SNEER.r-

SNSuG StiEStiRg OF
DOOpATcH.rr

THIS MONTH THERE
WAs THE SAME
AMOUNT OF CRIME
N EACH

ComMuKIITY!!

ii1111110411111111111111111111

DOWN.
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'nickname
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--ZONES CLEAN — Tower of state capitol building in
• Lincoln, Peeti.,' Gets- a cleaning From this angle, tower
dwarfs man on scaffold who woAs on srorre Statue atop
tower is called the sower,

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,
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7;19u:S611 It With
LOST & FOUND

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER: Three bedroom,
two baths, brick veneer, one year
old,fully carpeted. Large When
arid family room. Built-irerange
_ and dishwasher, cetilinLh, eat and
air. Large two car_ attached
age, patio. On large lot. Call
753-7769 for appointment.
J14C

A Classified
WANTED

WANT TO BUY

LOST TAN and white dog,'WANT TO BUY toted furniture,
female, wearing flea collar. Lost any condition, no appliances
July 231
in Clarks River Bottom, behind Phone 753-8378
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
If
Anawera to
name of Cindy'
wANT TO BUY used bicycles,
-753-7950
J12C
-J12C
26". Phone 753-7606

SERVICES 011 EKED

ItELP WANTED

Night Manager Needed
Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
salary and other benefits offered. Applications taken daily 25 p.m.

MUSIC

d
-A
.

AUTOS FOR SALE

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest CHEVROLET-1959. Excellent
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South condition. Phone 753-7792 after
MC
13th Street,"every day you delay 4:00 p.m.
lets bugs have their
way."
AugustfiNC 1964 Ford Falcon, runs good.
J13C
$75.00. Phone 436-2448.
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed BUICK WILDCAT-1967, double
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked power and air.
st offer.
enamel aluminum siding. All Phone 753-7530 or 753-0046. J17P
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone BUICK SPECIAL-1961 four
753-8783.
August8C door. Phone 753-4891 after 9:00
J13C
El Ill
.
S
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Call
753-19 1 6
AUTOS FOR SALE

TRIUMPH, GT6-1967, six
cylinder,four speed, 60,000
$1,200.00. Phone Benton 5277540.
J13NC
GMC PICKUP-1951. Good
condition, $200.00. Phone 753-9483
J13C
or 753-5754.

WANT TO BUY antique couch.
Contact:
J12C
TWO STORY house with PIANO TUNING4 Repair. Phone 753-4399.
1961 LA SABRA Buick, must sell,
aluminum siding, two bedrooms Jerry Cain, 7534712. Registered
good
condition. $150.00, call 753ladies
BUY:Girls
or
In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main,
, upstairs, two down, two baths, craftsman Piano Technician WANT TO
0154.
J I2C
bicycle,must be equipped
26-inch
carpet, central gas heat, air Guild.
TFC with 13endix type brake, t not
conditioning.
Corner
lot,
hand bra-CI:Call 753-7650 after 5
1972 MODEL 18 foot turbocraft
135'x190'. Double car garage and USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
AVON IS calling you. We're
J13NC
•Papering
jet
double carport. $21,500,00. Phone +-grand piano, console piano. p.m.
boat and trailer. Has been
looking for people who like
CHRYSLER-1964, 300. Very
used 10 hours call 436-2427 after 7
743-1688 days or 753-6278 nightPainting
Loner& Piano Company, across WANT TO BUY: Chrome high
people-and like making money.
•
Phone
$375.00.
condition,
good
Night Shift Cook
J12C
s.
J14C from Post Office, Parts. Ten- chair, good condition. Phone 753Call 443-3366 or write Glenda
•Paneling
J18C p.m.
767-4745.
J13C 0889 after 6:00 p.m. weekdays or
Duke, Box 3247, Paducah,
nessee.
Full time. Dependable. Kentucky 42001.
•Ceiling Tile
WATER FRONT large lot, a
JI6C
J17NC
anytime on weekends.
VOLKSWAGEN-1971 Super- DATSUN-1972-1200 coupe with
choice area, Phone 436-2427 after BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Apply in person at
Complete Home
beetle, 44,000 miles. AM-FM vinyl top, automatic tranJ1IINC
7 p.m.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
WANTED SOMEONE to live in
WANTED TO RENT
radio. Local car. Extremely smission and stereo tape player
Remodeling
Piano Company, across from
home and do light housekeeping.
clean. Highway miles. Phone 753- In excellent condition. Price
FREE ESTIMATES
WANT TO RENT farm house
Poet Office, Paris,TenReferences must be furnished.
J18NC $1700.00. Phone 753-7930.
J16C
6740.
KENIANA SHORES-Large nessee.
Hazel
Hwy.
Murray,
with
within
ten
miles
of
J12C
J13C
Phone 753-1629.
wooded lots for sale-as little as
pasture for horse Phone 753MERCURY COMET-1962, four
$895 with $10 down & $10 Per PIANO TUNING--TtepaIr- 7271.
J13NC
753-0961
HOUSE OF Lloyd now accepting
BUICK-1972 Electra 225 with air door hardtop, $250.00. Phone 489montb-central water-lake access- rebuilding.
f'()R
RENT
Prompt expert
applications for Itif demonJ16P
2174_
FOR RENT
and full power. Phone 753a weather streets. From New service. 15 years
experience.
strators. Free training-top pay. SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & 5532.
444
JAC
East
on
drive
North
Concord
LARGE
BRICK
ranch
home,
sale.
Ben
W.
Rebuilt pianos for
CHEVROLET BUS-1963, six
eve miles and follow Keegan& Dyer,Murray,Kentucky, . Phone NEATLY FURNISHED one or three bedrooms, built-in kitchen, Now through November. Call 443- Electric. Complete pump repair
two bedroom apartment. Car- wall to wall carpeting, drapes, 7009 or write, Mrs. Lewis, 720-F service. Let us check your
DUNE BUGGY. For information cylinder, 54 passenger. 902 Main.
July 70C
alp= to alike.
old
'TFC peted and air conditioned. May
7534E1.
J12C
J14C Phone 753-5250.
11
/
2 blocks from campus. At- Lone Oak Road, Paducah, pump for you before you buy a phone 753-4016.
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control, tractive terms available
J14C
to Kentucky.
w one. 24 hour emergency
REALESTATE FOR SALE
located 100 South 13th Street.J14C couple who will manage six
INCOME PROPERTY ter ale or
-,.hope 75S-5543. July 14C
trade partially furnished-central
INSURANCE SALESMAN
NOTICE
rental rooms in rear of building
NOTICE
four
TRAILER SPACE, Opening new 1626 Hamilton. Phone 436air and heat. Excellent condition, ON KENTUCKY Lake;
Need two men or women in
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
1
2 miles east of 5479.
smediate possession. Monthly large bedrooms, 2 baths, large trailer court 2/
your area to help me
J17C
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
come $570. Priced at $49,500 kitchen and living area, break- Murray on Highway 94. Phone
service our ,present clients
fast
bar,
fireplace,
central
heat
753-2377,
J14C TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
4cated 1826 Hamilton, Phone 436full time. Commission plus
PAINTING-INTERIOR, exduplex apartment, central heat
fn.
July14NC and air, boat dock, large patio.
renewals and bonus. For
,ior, and sheet rock finishing,
$35,000.00. Phone 438-5574. J13C REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
and air, ceramic tile bath with
hill information and perwork guaranteed. For free
shower. Carpet throughout, builtsonal interview write to or
tea phone Sammie Atkins
in oven. $125.00. per month.
phone:
Painting & Decorating 437BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a very desirable wooded lot in Lynnwood
Phone 753-7850.
J19C
Mr. John W. Isbell
Invites You
4534.
July 20C
Estates. Located only 2 miles Southeast of Murray. Has city water, central heat and air,
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
wall to wall carpeting, built-in range, oven and hood. patiooinclosed garage. Floor plan
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Box 442
to Come In and See Our
Service
JOHN'S REPAIR
includes a living room,family room,kitchen,3-bedrooms. 14 baths, utility room
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
and shower and bath. One or two
4724926
Phone
carpentry. Phone 7534897 daysor
ON HIGHWAY SO,just East of Coldwater, we can offer a 10 acre tract of land suitable for
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartTFC
753-7625 nights.
development or a nice country estate. Has rolling land, large trees, roads on 3 sides of the
ments, South 16th Street, 753property.
6609.
July 26C TWO CUSTODIANS wanted for
- 4
part time work, afternoons. JERRY'S REFINISHING &
SIX ACRE TRACT of land on US-641,apprecnirnately Smiles South of Murray. Good location
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, Around 30 hours weekly. Will Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
for residential or commercial usage.
furnished, private entrance, air accept retirees. Apply at Stan- South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492conditioned, reffigerator. dard Textile, Ill East Poplar.
8837.
TFC
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
We have 4 new 3-bedroom brick homes that will feature
Zimmerman Apartments, South J12C
Register for a Jane Colby
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 11
/
2 ceramic baths, enclosed garages, 3'4 acre
16th. Phone 7534609.
July 26C
FOR YOUR building needsOutfit
to be Given Away in July!
lots. Choose your own interior colors and appliances if you buy soon,
HELP WANTED at Grecian remodeling additions, new or old,
and
FURNISHED HOUSE
large or small jobs. Call 753Steak House. Apply in perTWO-BAY CLEAN-UP SHOP on a 100' x 250 commercially zoned lot in the city limits of
apartments. Near university.
J17C 7955.
son.
July 25C
'Summer $ale Still Continuing
Murray. Property, tools and equipment all for $16,000.
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0809. July
HELP WANTED in service
FOUR BEDROOM SHINGLED HOMEjocated in Holiday Hills, near Cypress Creek.
34C
department. Apply in person to CHEVROLET-1365 step van. In
Wooded double lot, central water systenviANDpietely furnished if you desire. Widow needs
Located in the Southside Shopping
BUILDING SPACE for rent, Sanders Purdom Motor
good condition. Good tires. Can
to sell
three floors size 33' x 68'. Floors Sales.
J14C be seen at Willie's Antique & Gift
Center behind Jim's Shoe Outlet
can be rented separately. Phone
Shop, just off 121 on 614. Phone
20 ACRE FARM,located on Old Murray-Concord Road, approximately 7 miles Southeast of
753-9805.
J12NC NEED MORE income? Want 436-2128.
ZMurray. Has a 2-bedroom mobile home residence, 30 acres tillable, stock pond, cattle fence,
J14C
extra spending money? Earn
fruit trees, numerous outbuildings for storage.
while working part time. Set your
own hours. For information
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME, 11
/
2 story floor plan, located in Almo. Has 2 acres of .
phone 753-1470.
August 15C
land, good well or city water,garden space all for only $9,000.

Mr. David Bradford

Help Wanted

JERRY'S

Bill Houghton

The Clothes Closet
New Fall Jane Colby
Mix & Match Groups

TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with an expanded living room,situated on a one acre lot
j In
Providenee conumulity.
FIVE ACRE TRA
--- OF LAND,fenced, sowed down, good barn, stock pond, city water and
natural gas hook-op available. All for only $6,500. Beautiful spot for anew home.
GOOD RESIDENTIAL LOTS IN MURRAY are scarce, but we have one listed on North-20tb
Street.
81 ACRE FARM,located in the edge of Tennessee. Has an almost new tobacco barn, pond
stocked with fish, 30 per cent of the land is in cultivation and there are several marketable
trees on the wooded portion of the property.
SIX ACRE TRACT at the intersection of Highway 121 and Johnny Robertson Road. Excellent location for all types of development.
ONE-BAYBODY SHOP In a brick building that hasal-bedroom rental apartment upstairs.
ted attbe corner of 2nd and Maple StreetriaMurray. Only 610,000 total price.
COMPLETELY REMODELED,OLDER FRAME HOME,situated on a /0' x 125' corner let
in flazeL Hannew panelling. celotex ceiling, carpeting,new badsfixtures. All for 68,50052 ACRE FARM,located on a blacktop road in the New Providence community. Has a stack
pond,tobacco barn,24 acres tillable land, wooded building site
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME (12' x 52'), furnished, on a 122' x 1M' corner lot in
Roberts Estates. Located 21
/
2 miles East of Murray on Hwy. 280.
EIGHT ACRE TRACT OF LAND,almost all tendable, located near Underwood Crossing, in
the edge of Tennessee. Good building site, water supply available from a deep well on the
adjoining property.
-#1117ANTs-IstRI.F.47(r,-newly remodeled throughout Has I bedrooms, living- mew kitchen,
utility room and bath on each side. lzrated on Maple Street, in the 200 block. Full price
$7,500.
2$ ACRE TRACr,almost all tillable, located on Hwy. 121, near Cherry Corner. Fenced and
m cultiVatiOn.
•

1

WANTED WOMAN to care for
small child, starting end of
ugiiiff.-Tcererenrer r
Phone 763-0607.
J14C
SERVICES OFFERED

753-9135.

1
1

J13C

TWO BEDROOM furnished WILL DO trash and brush
apartment, carpeted, air con- hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
ditioned, couples or teachers 753-6130.
TFC
only. Phone 753-2898.
J14C

MOBILE HOME, 12'x55', furnished except electric. Located
near swimming pool. Trailer 21,
at Riviera Courts. Phone 7532271.
J18C

RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Meadow Green Acres, Jackson Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Fairview Acres,Sherwood Forest,Keniana Shores. Several with large trees.

To 'BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

TWO BEDROOM house, located
on Highway 121 south. For small
family. Water furnished. Phone
753-7143.
1TP

ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Houses trimmed-cabinets
formica tops-doors-etc. Quality
workmanship. Phone 753August 11C
0790.
_
NOW IS the time for Eineriericed
work in landscaping, plsnting,
pruning, spraying and the
making of flower beds. Phone
July 12C
753-6051.

PROFESSIONAL TENNIS
lessons, all phases. Phone 75$FURNISHED APARTMENT,
.112C
very nice. One bedroom, lets of 1387.
cabinets,
two
big closets, all
.
WILL DO barn painting and
electric, Adjacent to M S.0 commercial spraying. Rusty
campus. Couples atty. Phone 753roofs aIpeeiality. Phone 753-0400
.,
J14C
, August 13C
or311SETV-

'I

-

emonis

_

BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gavel, fill dirt
TWO BEDROOM brick home,
topsoil, Phone Hardin, 354-8
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.M.
range. Attached garage and city
water. Nice country home with
t5 3L'-L,'-$5
P
garden for couple only. Located 9
steam cleaned. Phone
miles north of Murray on HighTF
MAster 489-2504.
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
436-5479.
J24C
your addition
FOR ALL
residential
- FOUR BEDROOM
'
. brick home, remodeling,
gas furnace, $110,01 per -month. commercial. New or old. Fr
1000 Sharp Street. Phone 901-232- esdrnideif,rall 7534121.
8668. No students.
J24C
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Servic
TF
Phone PO15,64341111.

-..-MORILE_ROSIE_LOTS on_L1S641 South, Stella-Kirksey Road, Pottertown Road, Blood..
Ri ver,Church Road.
.

Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fuitorrung, 753-4946;1-ishmael
TICINSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

furnished hooseoille
block from college, for tea
girls. Has six ,bedrooms,
three baths, and three
kitchens. Phone 753-5865
days or 753-51801 after six
p.m.

Rig R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
woet guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates.
TWO BEDROOM house,bath and Phone day or night Mayfield 247private dining room. Electric 7201.
TFC
heat. Couples only. 1618
Calloway. $70.00 per month.
NEW DAY care center to be
JI3P
Phone Paducah 442,0016.
opened latter part of August, now
taking applications for children 3
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
ears to school age. Limited
extra nice, one bedroom ½ beOCk
umber. Phone 753-4478 or 753campus.
from
9135for more information. J13C
Available now. Phone 753-4478 or

LAKE LOTS in Panorama Shores,Lamm Shores, Pine Bluff Shores and Keniana Shores.

4th & Maple Streets

FOR
RENT

re

Shoe and Western Store
Ind Shoe Repair
Open for Business in their New Location

ento's is located on
Arcadia across kon,
the Central Shopping
Centa
NOW 3 STORES IN ONE • Vernon's Complete Western
Store • Vernon'slat Shoe Siete
• Vernon's Shoe Repair
.-The newest addition is Vernon's
Complete Western Store with Tack
for Horses and Western Clothes for
men and women.

Vemonfs.Root et Shoe and Western
Store and Shoe Repair
On Arcadia, Off 641 North

Across from Central Shopping Center

ILY 12, 1173
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SALE

-1967, six
60,000 miles,
ton 527J13NC

1951. Good
hone 753-9483
J13C

ck, must sell,
0.00, call 753J12C

ot turbocraft
tr. Has been
36-2427 after 7
J12C

1 coupe with
matte Iran)tape player
lition. Price
J16C
7930.

T-1962, four
00. Phone 489J16P

JS-1963, six
ger. 902 Main.
J12C

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

Another View

We're Still Open
• For Business

20 GALLON aquarium. Colt 22
Western style pistol with holster.
Panasonic 8 track tape deck with
14" speakers. Glastron boat with
60 H.P. Johnson motor. 1966
Porsche 912. Phone 753-2930. J12C
COLOR TELEVISION, 23,'
G.E., six years old. In good
condition,$75.00. Phone 435J12C
4492.

Come On Out ond See for Yourselff!

CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
of them at prices you couldn't
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
type,fold down and motor homes.
New and used. At Bill's Camper
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
J14C
information 443-6150.

Our shop received extensive damage Thursday
morning after a car went out of control and
crashed through the front of the building,
but that didn't stop us!
We're still open for business.
Come In Today and Buy That Special Floral Arrangement
Artiml Berbera Jewell -

MT=

.:)Y. C4-11CKENgT-65?[
1.1
16% OFF
Sears SEAMLESS
Aluminum Guttering
FOR SALE

INSTALLED
c.,00.-.1..'ot pur horn*
by our factory-on- wIlimili

JOAN COLESON is now working
at the Kut' n Kurl Beauty Salon,
Wednesday through Saturday,
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 75.3
J18P
1682 for appointment.

_r

Call 753-2310

Clothes for women
aid children

-Sears Catalog Solos Office

1502 Partlane

I am no longer responsible for
debts other than my own as
any
FOUR KITTENS and one mother
Harold BULLDOG, BOXER, 21,-, years
cat will be given to persons for of this date, July 12, 1973.
J14C
Vaughn, 1604 Dodson, Ave. old. Phone 753-7801.
pets. Phone 753-6572.
J12C
1TP
Murray,Ky.
RED DACHSHUND,female,akt
weeks old. Phone 753-2378. J14C

Duo
* Ouachita
* Alumacraft
* Duracraft
* Cris Craft

Jackets
WeerAllSkis i/forlife
Safe
Equipment
Boating and Water Skiing

Johnson Motors
Parts and _Service
Sturdihouse Aluminum

STORAGE BUILDINGS
The economical building
with hundreds of uses!

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

for 0 FREE ESTIMATE
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky

641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753.
July 24NC
9457.

Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
home. On main floor are three bedrooms, 1,-2 baths,
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost.
Phone 436-5479.

GARAGE SALE Friday and
Saturday. Appliances, furniture,
clothes (all sizes, and junk. 903
J13C
N. 16th.
g
sale-Armston
TRUCK LOAD
turck tires, first line;
$46.90 + $6.14
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
• For the convenience of the Citizens of Murray •825220 - 10 ply
ply $16.18
-10
900'20
•
rug specialist that adjusts to any
County...
•
and Calloway
1000:20 - 12 ply 189.96 + $9.10 carpet. New and used vacuums IRISH SETTER, 9 months old, BOY'S BICYCLE, used, 26".
Armstong's best highway tread or sale. For demonstration $50.00. 1962 Pontiac Tempest,fair Excellent condition. Kodak
truck tires;
Mike Hutchens, your local condition,$25.00. Phone 436Brownie movie camera with 3"
Will B. From
•625x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
.116C lens. Photo enlarger. Phone 753distributor. 753-0752 or 753- 5849.
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
Jul31C
J13P
5447 after 5:00p.m.
R100z20 - 12 ply 876.68 + $9.10
MAGNAVOX AM-FM stereo
Armstrong's best traction type 1272-15 FOOT fabuglas bass turntable, console. Distre
.E. REFRIGERATOR, utak
truck
boat and trailer, 1971-80 h.p. pecan, 66'x 30"x19", green. Air conditioner; chain
tires;
•
•••••
•••••••••••••••
325x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
Mercury motor completly rigged Mediterranean style, $200.00. saw; 1961 Thunderbird car;
900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
or will take off part of equipment Phone 753-4763 after 5:00 pin.
motor boat. Phone 436-2197 after
1003:20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. for leas. Phone 753-7728.
J12C J12C
J17C
8:30p.m.
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
July 14NC FURNITURE, USED and new.
KYROACHES
VERNON'S BOOT &68ePin- ROAD BIKE-250cc, $250.00. 1972Carry Germs
Used bedroom suite, also new Western Store and Shoe Repair. 125 SL Honda, $400.00. 1972-125
FOR LONGER wear keep car- dinette and couch with floral
SPIDERS
Now open at their new location Yamaha Enduro,$425.00. 1971-100
C.17 RID 01
pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent pattern, and complete het Call
Are Poison on Arcadia, off 641 North, acr
Kawasaki Trail Boss, $250.00.
PESTS
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik after 12 nerat47443111TERairTn3
Central Shopping Cenfrom
Excellent to new conditiion.
J14C
Market,Five Points.
TEl
Eat Your Home
ter.
Prices firm! 812 Olive Street.
7'F WE Wrvs. rim othet.band
MPLine appaloosa, one mixed breed.
1972 YAMAHA 125 Enduro. Adult Phone 436-5883.
J14P
TWO USED Gerber commodes,
ridden 1,200 miles. Excellent
practically new. Phone 435condition. $500.00 Phone 76710' ALUMINUM boat and trailer, TRUCK WAD sale Thomas A. 5855.
J13C
ITC $100.00. Phone 753-3570.
4788.
J14NC Edison air conditioners. 10,000
210 E Main
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. 14' BOAT,motor and trailer. Also
REMINGTON 870 magnum, vent 1973 HONDA CB350 G series, less 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23.000 BTU,
1972 SLIO0 Honda. Phone 753rib. Like new. For information than 1,000 miles, $750.00. Phone $285.00. 28,000 BTU $318.40. Roby
J13C
1791.
J14C 7534041.
Benton,
753-3621.
phone
753-0489
68,
J14C Sales Highway
Watch For
July 17C
Kentucky.
CARPORT SALE,July 14, Henry
UPRIGHT FREEZER 7', Ad- TEN STOCK cows, three to six
Billington's at Shiloh, Highway
miral. Good as new. Phone 492- years old. One Charolias bull.
AIR CONDITIONER, 14,000 464. Phone 753-5513. Good
JAC
J14P
8211.
Phone 753-5869,
BTU, used. Good condition women's, men's and children's
Onlour
J12C clothing. Other things.
Phone 4924473.
J13P
25',
to
8'
POLES,
CR/MOTE
••cair •
ShrubsI
Murray
posts.
fence
and treated
1968 TRIUMPH 650 motorcycle.
16' BASS boat,=kw and trailer,
-71.amlier' Company, 104 Maple Phone 753-7780 or 753-5265. JI8C DODGE CORONET-1965, four
fully eciti1M.Phone75X
J14C
Street.
door sedan, 6100.00. Also two 7252
J13P
DEPRESSION GLASS, all piece living room suite, good
ARROWHEAD COWER Sales, colors, most popular patterns. condition,$75.00. Phone 753SIX-8 week old pigs. Phone 753
Mayfield, KentilleTty, on the Phone 492-8212 or 498-8226 J14C 5945.
J12C 4016 after 5:00p.m.
J12C
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
pickup camper, toppers. We also
PAVEMENT ANT
1970,
TRAVEL TRAILERTV Towers
HOTPOINT RANGE, 40", used
rent campers by the week or
& Antennas
Aristocrat 12'. Sleeps six. Has gas only two years. Just like new,
weekend. Call 2474187 or 489stove, refrigerator and heat. Also 2125.00. Phone 753-8366 after 5:00
Lowest Prices Ever
J I4C
2303.
toilet. If interested phone 753-0437 p.m.
TV Service Center
J12C
J16C
or 753-5670.
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
SAILBOAT -14' fiberglass
UPRIGHT PIANO; twin beds
18' CAMPER, 42" high, $250.00. and mattresses; chest; 12'x14'
000.00. Phone 901479-1 i3 JI4C
J12C carpet-with pad. Phone 753Phone 753-7859.
FOR SALE E. Gleaner Combine
JI2C
6375.
cabr,
with
In real good condition
HUNTIH-G-BOW,Beer Kodiac, 45
Swat'em...stomp'em.;.spro'ern-and st ill the"u gh"
head.
grain
and
contort,
robot
DAY CRUISER, 18' wood and VACATION IN the great outpound pull. Brush poppers, string
insects can be found in the Ileanest households.
information call 753Illiencers, camouflage covers, For further
fiberglan, 1967, 45 H.P. Motor, doors! Camping trailer, excellent
crado
and
crevices
hor*..-hive
J12C
Even the newest
AUCTION SALE
arm guard, wall 5602 or nights 753-4672.
quiver,
single cable steering, tandem condition. Phone 753-6183. J16C
bow
silverfish
ticks,
wood
Large Table
that can admit and/ecinceal
trailer. Will trade for pickup.
rack. Used one season. Nine
msects
60" White
-ugh"
other
die
all
and
roaches
18
1973
bottom,
14,
V
14'
July
BOAT
SALE,
FISHING
AUCTION
,
J12P
Phone 753-6278
hunting arrows. $45.00 firm.
motor, new tilt
10:00 a.m. at the late Tom Morris
GARAGE SALE, 1616 Main.
Phone Reagan's Rabbitry 753- H.P. Johnson
home, Lynnville, Ky. (next door
Three bedroom house and all
J14C trailer. All in excellent condition
4011.
aid
Locally
owned
J13P
Phone 753-1812.
J16P
to Methodist Church j.
TOY POODLES, AKC registered, furniture.
yard
operated for 20 years. We
To list a few items-G.E
one
male,
Three
old.
six weeks
Real good for uniforms
can be reached 24 hours a
USED RIDING mowers, $39.95 GUTTERITs'G BY Sears. Sears
television, Stove, refrigerator,
753-9869 after 5:30 1972 HONDA 350, 1100 miles
phone seamks,s gutters, installed per female. Phone
Supply,
and
up.
Murray
deep freeze, round oak table and
J12P Helmet included. $600.00 Also
Phone 753-3914
p.m.
Augult8C your specifications. Call Larry
buffett, glass door china cabinet,
753-3361.
1965 Mustang 260 automatic.
couch and chair, old library
excellent condition, 8700.00
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
4 miles South of Murray on
,TFC
FOR SALE
Hwy. 641
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece estimate.
J12C
table, other old fancy tables, MARY BELL is now working at
1872 HONDA 250 trail bike. Good Phone 7534,770.
tub, 6122.50, white and colors.
antique poster bedroom suite, the Town di Country Beauty Shop
Phone 492-8211
J12C
753-6629.
Phone
condition.
FOR SALE
Murray Supply,753SPECIAL 14H.P. John Deere
trunk, old picture frames, old Tuesday, through Saturday, 800
1971 MOBILE Home take over
Attractive 2 bedroom br.ck
August8C
garden tractor with
3361.
wash bowl and pitcher set, china a.m.4:00 p.m. Phone 7534368 for
home on one and nine tenths
payments. Call for appointment, PANEL TRUCK-1957 GMC. lawn and
FOR SALE OR RENT
mower. Regular
acre
lot,
48
number
and
approximatelv
bed pot, one lot of carnival
J12C Overhauled engine. 1960 Triumph
753-7284.
J14C
Appointment.
miles from Murray on black
one piece
Through July or while
34"x32"
61965.00.
old
kettle,
wash
SPECIAL
glass,
rent
depression
bar
Homes
J12P
top. Has living room with
NICE MOBILE
TB-I. Phone 753-9761.
supply lasts 81695.00. Murray
fireplace, dining room,
fiberglass shower stalls. Special
also for sale. Sizes 10'x55'. Phone tars, jugs and churns. Nice 1959
kitchen
With
August8C
LARGEST
Murray
app4iancas-colors.
'S
7534361.
items
motor
Supply,
other
KENTUCKY
and
$112.00. White
ORB ELECTRIC, electric
Chevrolet car. Many
VA LOANS,no down payment for
753-1551 and ask for Mrs.
famip4.room with additional
AugustaC variety of pistols. Buy now while qualified veteran. 12 years to
New
mention.
and
sale
Concord
repair
to
753-3361,
J14C
Supply,
numerous
too
room,
e
utility
fireplacejarg
Dill.
bath One car garage at
you can still get them at pay. Drive on out almost to SEAMLF-SS ALUMINUM gutRefreshments will be sold. Road,phone 7514114. August9(
tacked,aiso 23' a 39' contrete
prices. Country Boy Clatki River Bridge on Beltline. ters. Baked on , acrylic finish.
COIlle expecting an old estate_
BE GENTLE, be kind .to that reasonable
(Witte;-block buHd
people. I dales Bank financing on spot. Bill's Guaranteed for 15 years Call for
thepialel
Sedres,
auction. Sale conducted 13-,
-fruit trees, grape
Blue
with
expensive carpet,clean
Junction 117 Mobile Homes, 3900 South free estimate Dale Campbell 753harbor, pond, stocked with
Hopitinfwille,
FOR THE best in pest control Chester &Mater Auction Service, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
from
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
100 South
fish. Excellent buy in
until 4.00 Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., 7775.
Sundays
Open
164.
service and termite control call Licensed in Kentucky and Control, phone 753-3914,
and
July 20C
day you delay . country. home
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
J14C
J14C
Superinc Extetminating Com- Tenneseee. Phone 435.4672 or 435- 13th Street, "every
. _Mime.133-444111
4434150.
14C
1°w
Canter:
way."
have
Aug4C
their
lets
bugs
TFC 4042. Lynn Grove, Kentucky.J13P
pany, 753-7266.

.••••••••••••••••••••ib
•
•
• -NOTICE-•

let

Expires July 31, 1

GARAGE SALE
Friday afternoon
and Saturday

ing

FOR SALE

WORK MARE, three years old.
Gentle enough for children.
J12P
Phone 753-5513.

NOTICE

ng

FOR SALE

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Land Fill Hours
7 to 7
Mon. thru Sat.

•
•
•
•

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

Ronnie Ross

BAG WORMS

Polyester bits
$2.98

Nesbitt Fabric Shop

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

•
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Officials Not Sure
Of Phase 4 Success
WASHINGTON (AP) - As
planning for Phase 4 wageprice controls nears an end, not
all economic officials in the
Nixon administration are sure
the controls will work.
One official who has participated in Phase 4 planning predicted the tough new system
soon to be announced will not
enjoy great popularity with the
American people.
"People are going to be more
unhappy," said the official, who
asked not to be Identified.
"'There will be disillusionment
with it."
He predicted that this would
help enable the administration
to drop wage-price controls
relatively soon and return to a
free market.
"Do you want to know what

the real impact of Phase 4 will
be?" he said. "Just compare
the first freeze with the second,
then compare Phase 2 with
Phase 4. It will be about the
•
same relationship."
By that, he meant that the 90day wage-price freeze President Nixon imposed in August
1971 and the Phase 2 system of
controls that followed enjoyed
general public support. But the
recently Unposed 60-day freeze
aroused much less enthusiasm
and led to reports of food shortages, killing of baby chicks and
industry calls for relief.
Weauty queens Elaine Stice and Vicki Collison presented a program on personality and beauty tips
The administration is pushing
ahead with the controls system, this week at the Murray-Calloway County Library. Several ioung ladies from the area attended the
and an announcement is ex- program.
Staff Photo by David Hill
pected soon, perhaps early next
At NURSING HOME MEETING: Don T. Barry, right, president of the American Nursing Home
week.
Association, Washington, discusses a program point with John E. Forth, left, professor and coorSources said it will be dedinator of vocational and technical education at Murray State University, during a three-day
signed so that controls can be
seminar for nursing home administrators at the University this week. In the center is Mrs. Barry.
ended quickly. One source specBarry, who lives is Springfield. TB, hi president of a six-facility health care organization and a
ulated it would not be unreaformer member of the Illinois Legislature. He discussed some of the principles involved in efficient
sonable to think that Phase 4
operation of long-term health care facilities. More than 50 nursing home administrators are parcould be dropped altogether
ticipating in the seminar.
The Brooks Chapel United this year, especially if encourWASHINGTON AP)- John dence of wrongdoing on their the boom," Inouye asked.
Methodist Church Youth aging new crop forecasts by the N. Mitchell insisted to a skepti- Part.
Mitchell mentioned the firing
Fellowship will sponsor a Agriculture Department are cal Democrat today that PresiThe committee resumed its of White House counsel John W.
correct.
Ham'n Bean Supper on
dent Nixon had been "lowering questioning of Mitchell after be- Dean III and the resignations
Treasury Secretary George the boom" this year
Saturday, July 14, from 6:30 to
by ousting ginning formal, secret dis- of Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Egil
P. Shultz postponed a scheduled aides and officials
nine p.m. at the church.
implicated in cussions about whether to issue Krogh and Jeb Stuart MagrJapan
this
to
weekend
trip
to
.Charges for the meal will be
the Watergate and other a subpoena to gain presidential uder from government posts.
two dollars for each adult and be on hand for final decisions. wrongdoing.
documents which Nixon refuses
Inouye said he didn't see
The White House said the anFuneral services for Mrs.
The former attorney general, to turn over. No immediate de- much evidence that the boom
Uniform, federal standards physicians are not always one dollar for each child.
nouncement
will
soon,
be
but
EuLa Nance are being held for the operation of long-term available.
The public is invited to attend,
in his third day of televised tes- cision was reached.
had been lowered on anyone
not this week.
today at two pin, at the chapel health care facilities across the
timony before the Senate Wa"If the scheme is followed, I a MYF spokesman said.
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, D- but Dean. Mitchell implied that
package
The
include
may
of the Max Churchill Funeral United States will become don't think there is any question
tergate committee, said two in Hawaii, asked Mitchell what the resignations of Haldeman
new fiscal measures, perhaps a that category
Home with Rev Otis Jones and reality in the near future, the tut that old age then will be a
are H. R. Halde- evidence he saw that the Presi- and Ehrlictunan were not fully
tax increase or new spending man and John
Rev. Clovis Kemp officiating. president of the American much different situation from
D. Ehrlicturuin. dent had taken action after last voluntary.. cuts. -Generally, we are lookServing as pallbearers are Nursing Home Association said what it is today," he said.
The President accepted their March 21, when Nixon says he
(Ceetimed from Page 1)
at
ing
the
area,"
fiscal
one
Larry Tidwell, Larry Robert- at Murray State University
resignations from the White first heard serious accusations
A registered nurse, Barry has
According to the police high Treasury source said.
son, Steve Carr, Melon Mary, Wednesday.
House staff April 30, calling that administration higher-ups
been in the nursing home
Nixon has pledged not to seek them "two
Charles Beane, and Tommy
(Continued from Page 1)
of the finest public were involved in the scandal.
Don T. Barry, who perates a balsas for 20 years and is report, the back door had been new tax increases but
the eco- servants it has
Burton.
been my privi- "I am trying to find out where Wednesday morning at 7:45
group of six health-care piaMient of the group of health pryed open and a buttes-knife, nomic
situation, especially in- lege to know."
Buiral will be in the Fossett facilities near Springfield, Ill., _Mire facilities with which he is which could have been used to
He also said the President has, since learn- a.M.
Cemetery near Russell's Chapel told more than 30 participants-Lciated at Springfield. He gain entry through the door, flation, may change his mind.
their resignations were not esti- ing of these activities, lowered
Officers said that a 1972 twoChurch with the arrangements in a nursing home
ad- Sae has served in the Illinois was found lying on the floor.
door driven by Debra June
by the Max Churchill Funeral ministration seminar on the state legislature.
The incident was reported to
Chapman of Dexter Route One
Home.
The seminar, which will close the police at 4:30 a.m. this
Murray State campus that the
was traveling west on Main
Mrs. Nance, age 48, died from industry will soon become a Friday, is the second to be held morning by Peggy Davis, an
Street.
stab wounds Tuesday at 9:55 at closely regulated one.
on the Murray campus. Its employee of the restaurant
A second vehicle, a 1973 oneClarksville, Tenn., and Jewel
"It isn't going to make any purpose, according to John E. owned by Floyd Nixon.
half ton pickup driven by Joe
Daniel Jackson has been difference who is operating the Fortin, a professor in vocational
Dunn's TV and Appliance on
Wane Darnell of Murray Route
charged with murder in the facility, whether they
are and technical education at the the Hazel Highway was entered
Three, was going north on
case, according to the proprietory or non-proprietory, university, is to provide nursing sometime between- 6 p.m, last
WASHINGTON IA?) - The
Rufus Edmisten, an Ervin
But it appeared a majority seventh and had stopped at the
Clarksville Police Department. government-operated
Senate Watergate Committee aide, said the senators have could be
or home administrators with an night and 9 a.m. this morning
mustered for a vote intersection, officers said.
The deceased was the community operated," he said. opportunity to identify
-Police said that a cigar box, met for an hour in closed ses- been ,hoping the White House telling the President
Policemen said the collision
to surrendaughter of the late Marvin
sion
which
today
without
had
contained six dollars
reaching a would yield without precipi- der those documents the com- occurred when the Darnell
"The standards are going to study administrative problems
Morris and Nettie Billington apply equally for everyone. The and procedures pertaining to in quarters, was found lying decision on whether to sub- tating a court battle
on the con- mittee believes it needs for its truck pruned from the inMorris. Sim would have been 49 payment system will be the the operation and management empty on the floor.
poena White House documents stitutional issue of separation of
tersection in front of the
investigation.
on August 10.
Officers said that the burglars President Nixon has refused to powers.
same, and it is not going to be of nursing homes, thereby inEdmisten said the senators Chapman auto and the ChapSurvivors are two daughters, an issue over who is going to creasing their proficiency and had entered the store ts turn over to the panel.
An Associated Press survey are "looking for signs. But so man car hit the truck in the
Mrs. Stank' Scott en Murray provide the services," he ob- effectiveness.
removing a sheet of aluminum
When the committee resumed
of
all seven members of the far we've seen no dove, no • right side.
Route One arid him Quellirown served.
Others leading discussions from the northwest corner of its questioning of former Atty.
Officers said that the
Senate
Watergate investigating olive branch."
of Brewers; two sons, C. W.
the
Gen.
John
building.
N. Mitchell, ChairThe future also indicates a are: Charles A Bratcher,
Chapman vehicle had desisege
Nance of Murray Rasta Six and variety of new programs and rehabilitatioa therapist, The incident, was reported at man Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., committee disclosed no votes in
The committee has asked the to the front end_
favor of issuing a subpoenann_
t
David Nance d Brewers; two improvements in the
care of Owensboro; Dr. Charles Clark, 10 a.m. this morning by Holmes said it had not completed its the President to appear and White House for all documents
An accident occurred at the
sisters, Mrs. Jamas Beane of people in their old age, Barry Murray; Billie T. Dickerson, Dunn, owner of the establish- deliberations and would meet
relevant to the activities of intersection of 12th and Poplar
testify.
Murray Route Three asid Mrs said, pointing to better housing, regional nursing consultant, ment.
again in closed session during a
staff members involved in the at 3:42 p.m. yesterday.
Conrad Carr of Dedisr; two
luncheon recess.
1972 campaign.
meals on wheels, health care Martin, Tenn.
According to police reports, a
brothers, Hayden Morrie of services provided in the home
Both the committee arid speEugene Poole, social work
President Nixon wrote Ervin car owned by Clara Thweatt
lif&FE JEW'EThtut'MOMS
dal prosecutor Archibald -Cos-.Jast week that to comply with Thorn or• Alma was parked. at
and out-patient clinics in diiThWrestenn Stele
Alton, Ill.
have been pressuring the Presithe request would "inevitably the intersection of 12th and
smaller communities where Hospital, Hopkinsville, and
(Coatineed from Page 1
dent to modify his tough stand
Sister Arlene, coorainator of
result in the attrition and the Poplar.
"Did you ever hear anything against releasing presidential
partial hospitalization at the
eventual destruction of the inOfficers said that a 1963 two
Western Kentucky Mental so fabulous," she rhapsodized. papers.Miss Judy McCutcheon, dispensable principle of con- door driven by Floyd H.
."Can't say that I have,"
formerly of Murray, has been fidentiality of presidential pa- Sutherland of 300 West
Health Center, Paducah.
•
Eighth in
named chairman of the Social pers."
The seminar is being replied her father But I've
Benton Was headed north on
come
close.
Once
I heard a
Science and Business Division
presented by Murray State
12th Street and It turned on to
of the Hopkinsville Community
University in cooperation with collision between a truckload of
Poplar and struck the Thorn car
College.
the western district of the milk cans and a carload of
in the side.
The former Murray woman
Kentucky Nursing Home ducks
Officers said that the Thorn
GILBER'TSVILLE, Ky.(AP) pushed on steel beams, lath- Association.
. has been an accounting sad
- —
.
'
auto received damage to the left
We notice that the banks in
- The hugh center span of In- ered with 360 pounds of grease,
-1 business instructor at
front fender and bumper while
Fulton are giving higher interstate 24 highway bridge to its resting place on the
college since Joining the staff in
the Sutherland car had damage
Mary
Williams
of
Almo
terest rates on saving aCCOUMS.
crossing the Tennessee River bridge's piers. Then, when the
1970. She has both her
Murray
The
High
School;
Route
One reported to city to the right door and the right
Also some agencies in
near this Western Kentucky arch is in place, the beams
master's
fender.
Class of 1923 will have a reurthaa a-_bachelor's and
'
police
Wednesday
morning at
Louisville.
town was hauled into place yes- used for a slide will be redegrees
in business a dHoliday Inn on Saturday,
City police issued six citations
at the14,
9:30
a.m,
the
jai),
theft
of 100 tressiL4
at seven p.m
terday an inch at a time-all 1,- moved and the span lowered to
ministratiOn tradMarray State
Wednesday including one
her purse.
Th
-e'blackberrilei are red now
584 tons of it.
its permanent height of 84 feet
Tommy Riley of 104 Park
This will be the fiftieth' --'-UniveirdW'-reckless driving, one for
—
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between
Several
More than a hundred men above the river.
days
ago
the
were
Drive and Rickey Wilkerson of
anniversary meeting of the
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Tuesday disregarding a red light, one for
scampered about, like so many
Travis expects the operation Murray Route One were among green. When they get black class and a large number of the
Wranglers
night while Mrs. Williams was improper registration two for
Riding
Club
ants, while boats looking the will be complete-as far as the 50 students from Kentucky, they'll be ripe. Most berries
be in the attendance.
attending a swimming class at unnecessary noise anotime for
size of waterbugs skittered in center section is concerned-by Tennessee and Louisiana who start off green then turn into the class will
Members who will attend are To Ride Friday Night
Murray State University, police speeding.
the water below.
Wednesday.
were in Bowling Green, color -they are when they are Lucille Austin, Maggie pills
officers
said.
. Interstate 24, which eventual"I won't let my hair down un- Saturday for the High School ripe, but blackberries, for some Boyd, Dwight Crisp, Esco
PUPPIES ARE FREE
The Wranglers Riding Club
Officers said that the purse
ly will link Chattanooga, Tenn., til the thing is finished, but we Speech Workshop.
reason turn red first
Puppies, about six weeks old.
Hendon, will ride Friday, July 13, at the was inside of a
Gunter, Carnie
with St. Louis, will pass feel that it's been quite an aclocker
at
the
are free to persons for pets. For
Western Kentucky University
Holland, Meadow Huie, riding rink with the starting time of the theft.
through Eddyville, Ky., and complishment so far," he said, has termed the pilot program as
Another new home going up Preston
information call 435-5643.
Tommy Lavender, Mrs. time being seven p.m.
Mrs.
swing just west of Paducah be"very successful with an on Melrose Only two lots left on Mavis Hamilton Moore, Claud
A pair of boots, donated by
fore crossing the Ohio River. It
enrollment of twice what we that entire street
Miller, Mrs. Opal Parker, Ruth Vernon's Boot and Shoe and
is expected to be completed in
ENTRY BLANK
expected," in the words of
Sexton, Lorene Swann, Mrs. Western Store, will be given to
1980 if frozen federal highway Potluck Supper Planned
JIM BARTLETT, with
workshop director, William L.
the best rider on any horse in
Walker,
Vernon
and
Johrune
funds become available.
Davis of the speech and theatre Fisher-Price in a maniere city Studbblefield, Jr., all of Event No. 12 for the evening. An
Feltating Twilight Golf
Looking like the skelettin
department faculty at Western. in Murray on his way back to Murray; Virginia Irvan Dixon entry fee of fifty cents
some prehistoric monster, the
New York from New Mexico. Is
Kirksey; Lottie Denham of charged for this event.
gigantic center span is actually
on vacation. While - here • he of
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Halal; Mrs. Ralph Jones of
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